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By players, for players

2006 in brief

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of Unibet Group plc will be held at 14.00 C.E.T.
on Wednesday 25 April 2007, at the Grand Hotel, Södra Blasieholmshamnen
8, Stockholm.

Financial
2006

2005

Gross winnings revenue – sports book GBPm

25.9

17.4

Gross winnings revenue – other gaming products GBPm

48.9

26.1

Gross winnings revenue GBPm

74.8

43.5

Adjusted EBITDA GBPm

32.1

21.6

EBIT GBPm

28.4

19.9

EBIT margin %

37.9

45.7

Return on total capital %

31.0

18.9

Proﬁt after tax GBP

37.9

13.7

Proﬁt margin %

50.7

31.5

1.344

0.523

Equity/assets ratio %

70.8

53.6

Cash ﬂow per share GBP

0.50

–0.07

Number of employees at year end

270

175

Registered customers at year end

1,580,000

919,000

28,241,092

28,125,092

1

Earnings per share GBP

Number of shares at year end

Right to participate
Holders of Swedish Depositary Receipts (“SDRs”) who wish to attend the
AGM must be registered at VPC AB on Friday 13 April 2007 and notify
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) their intention to attend the
AGM no later than 17.00 C.E.T. on Friday 20 April 2007, by filling in the
enrolment form provided at www.unibetgroupplc.com/AGM, “Notification
to holders of Swedish Depository Receipts in Unibet Group plc”. The form
must be completed in full and delivered electronically.
Please note that conversions to and from SDRs and ordinary shares will
not be permitted between 11 April and 25 April 2007.
Dividend
The Board of Directors proposes a dividend of SEK 5.50 per share/SDR.
Financial information
Unibet Group plc’s financial information is available in Swedish and English.
Reports can be obtained from Unibet’s website, www.unibetgroupplc.com
or ordered by email at info@unibet.com. Distribution will be via email.
Annual Reports can be ordered through the website,
www.unibetgroupplc.com or ordered by email at info@unibet.com.
Unibet will publish financial reports for the financial year 2007
on the following dates:
• Interim Report January – March 2007, on 9 May 2007.
• Interim Report January – June 2007, on 15 August 2007.
• Interim Report January – September 2007, on 7 November 2007.

2006 includes a full year of results from Mr Bookmaker.com.

Operational
• Gross winnings revenue continued to increase at a rapid pace,

to GBP 74.8 (2005: 43.5) million.
• EBIT (Profit from operations) increased by 43 per cent, to GBP 28.4

(2005: 19.9) million.
• Gross winnings revenue from Unibet’s sports business increased

significantly by 49 per cent, to GBP 25.9 (2005: 17.4) million.
• Gross winnings revenue from Unibet’s non-sports business increased

significantly by 87 per cent, to GBP 48.9 (2005: 26.1) million.
• Unibet’s business was not affected by the new legislation passed by the
US Congress in September 2006, as Unibet has never accepted business
from residents of the USA.
• The number of active customers increased to 218,770 (2005: 171,918)

by the year end. 2
• Eight new language versions were launched and also several new
products including casino video slots and bingo.
• The Board of Directors proposes a dividend of SEK 5.50 (2005: 2.25)

per share/SDR.
Adjusted EBITDA is profit from operations excluding depreciation and amortisation and in 2006 excluding
GBP 0.6 (2005: nil) million in reorganisation costs.

1	

2

An active customer is defined as a customer who has placed a bet in the last three months.
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“Unibet’s business objective is to become one of the leading players
in the European ‘moneytainment’ market for online gaming.”
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Vision and strategy
Business Concept
Moneytainment – the thrill of
putting money at stake in order
to win more – is at the heart of
Unibet’s vision. The company is –
and intends to remain – one of the
leading players in the European
moneytainment market.
Unibet’s continuing success is
based on providing competitive and
reliable online gambling and building
value by delivering compelling
products and excellent service.

But how does Unibet determine what is entertaining
and excellent within the business context?
From the start, Unibet has defined itself as a
company ‘By players for players’. That phrase, which
sums up Unibet’s ethos, merits some explanation.
Unibet’s Chairman, Anders Ström, founded the
business 10 years ago. As a mathematician by
training, he was fascinated by the concept of
betting and the challenge of how best to
manage gambling risks in a highly disciplined –
and profitable – way.
In Unibet, he combined the rigour and expertise
of his academic background with a passion for
harnessing the power of chance. Today, the
company retains that balance and many of its
employees are enthusiastic players themselves.
As players, they fully understand what attracts
and motivates other players. Such empathy has
enabled them to create a dynamic online
gambling site that not only reflects – but
regularly anticipates – what users want. That is
one of Unibet’s greatest advantages.
The company has also been fortunate in its timing.
During the company’s first decade, it rode the crest of
the IT wave. As internet and broadband penetration
rates have increased, Unibet’s markets have grown
accordingly. The company also continues to benefit
from the surge in e-commerce, essential to a
business that relies on secure and enhanced means
of payment over the internet. In Europe, the
e-commerce market, which totalled EUR 103 billion
in 2005, is expected to grow by 27 per cent year on
year in 2007 and 24 per cent in 2008 according
to market analyst Global Betting and Gaming
Consultants (GBGC).
Thanks to this enabling technological framework,
the market for online gambling continues to grow.

In Europe, gross winnings are expected by
GBGC to rise from nearly EUR 3 billion in 2006
to over EUR 6 billion by 2010. And whereas the
online share of the total European gambling market
was nearly 4 per cent in 2006, by 2010 it is
expected to be close to 7 per cent.
Unibet’s aim is to have a significant share of
that market.
To achieve that, Unibet will continue expanding
throughout Europe. Targets will be countries
with mature – but not saturated – gambling
cultures and a high proportion of households
with internet connections.
The company will continue to broaden its range
of gaming products with exciting new offers
designed to capture customers’ imaginations
and grow quickly.
Unibet will aim some new games specifically
at new customer groups.
Existing customers will be retained and
encouraged to increase their levels of activity
by rewarding loyalty through a range of incentive
programmes – each one carefully targeted to
work in local markets.
Similarly, the company will continue to tailor
website style and offers to reflect local culture
and gaming preferences.
As a company that relies so heavily on technology,
Unibet will make effective use of developments
in digital distribution channels, with particular focus
on interactive services via PC and mobile devices.
And finally, the company will retain and refine
its business development strategy in terms of
markets, technology and product range.

Key objectives
Unibet aims to be recognised as a
European leader in the moneytainment
market for online gaming and be one
of the top three companies of its kind
in each of the company’s markets.

The best way to accomplish this
is by having satisfied customers who
demonstrate their loyalty by coming
back and spending more time – and
money – on Unibet’s website.

To accomplish all of this, Unibet will
continue to motivate its employees;
rewarding them for their passionate
commitment to making their company
an undisputed winner in the online
gambling business.

Growth in gross winnings revenue
should exceed the pace of growth of
the overall market for online gambling.
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FIFA World Cup 2006 saw records
in both gross turnover and numbers
of bets taken. Italy beat France 5-3
on penalties in the final.
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Group at a glance
SportS Betting
SportS
betting
Sports betting

Live betting

Supertoto

Unibet offers an impressive range
of bet offers from a wide variety
of sports. Bets can be placed 24/7,
either on Unibet’s homepage or
by using a mobile phone.

A faster and more exciting form
of gambling.

A Supertoto coupon adds even
more excitement to the weekend
football action. Predict the
outcome of 14 matches and win
or share the top prize. Supertoto
payouts depend on the size of
the pool and how many winners
have picked the correct outcome
on the 14 different matches.
A player could win on 14, 13, 12
and 11 correct matches with one
Supertoto coupon. The Unibet
pool is combined with the pools
from other online bookmakers.

The most popular sport is of
course football, followed by tennis,
ice-hockey and trotting. However,
sports like basketball and
handball are growing in interest
throughout Europe. During 2006
sports events such as golf,
particularly the Ryder Cup and
winter sports, specifically the
Olympic Games, but also newly
emerging sports like beachvolleyball and darts, have proved
to be popular betting sports.
During the year, new exciting
products like statistics and
‘livescore’ were introduced, to
add extra value and excitement
for Unibet’s customers.
The Sports betting department
prides itself on offering an
extremely competitive pay-out
ratio and Unibet are a leading
player on the European betting
market when it comes to quality
and sports knowledge.

The ability to place bets in real
time during the course of a
match increases the excitement
of sports betting and gives live
betting a high entertainment
value. The instant action the
product offers not only attracts
the regular sports punter but also
the more casino-oriented gambler.
Customers can place any
number of bets during a live
event on a variety of offers such
as home win/draw/away win,
over/under number of goals, next
corner or next ace serve. The
odds will change as the match
evolves but the punter retains the
odds which applied at the time of
placing the bet.

If there is only one winner,
the least that person can win
is EUR 100,000!

Unibet has a unique “Cash-in
Function” that allows punters
to secure part of their potential
winnings or cut the potential
losses before the conclusion
of the event.

During the year Unibet was named
the eGaming Review “European
Sportsbook of the year”.

In August 2006 Unibet started
advertising on perimeter boards
in La Liga and the Premier League.
This attracted a lot of international
media coverage.
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Group at a glance
Non-sports betting
Non-sports
betting
Casino

Scratch card

Poker

Games

Unibet Casino has been live since
November 2003 and has grown
considerably over the last years,
peaking in 2006 by making the
biggest gross win of all Unibet
products in the fourth quarter.
With over 40 casino games
available, and between 25,000
to 30,000 customers visiting the
casino monthly, it has become
a key product under the Unibet
umbrella.

There is an online scratch card
exclusively available at Unibet.

Online Poker was launched in
September 2004 and has been
very successful. As at 1 January
2007, more than 200,000
customers had visited the poker
room and registered to play.
One of the key means of teaching
customers how to play poker is the
Poker School. Customers can also
play for free with ‘Fun Money’.

Unibet Games were launched
in December 2005 as a lighter
alternative to casino and have
grown consistently over the past
year. There are between 6,000
and 9,000 customers that visit
the games monthly. Unibet offers
14 games including Hi-Lo,
Virtual sports and Keno based
flash games.

The Unibet poker product is
unique and includes other games
such as Casino and Live Sports
Betting. Unibet has one of the
strongest tournament packages
in the industry giving away more
than one million dollars per week
in guaranteed tournaments.
Unibet has several types of poker
and each type offers a range of
stakes to suit all players. In
addition to the usual range of
poker games, such as Texas
Hold’em, Omaha, Omaha High/
Low, 7 Card Stud, Unibet also
offers Five Card Draw.

Unibet offers regular unique
customised tournaments across
the games board. These allow
players the opportunity to take
part in exciting games tournaments.

The casino games include all
the best and most popular games
that can be found in any land based
casino. With the frequent addition
of new games, and by organising
tournaments on all casino games,
Unibet casino can offer customers
a broader experience than any
land based casino ever could.
The games in Unibet casino can
be classified under Table games,
Card games, Slot machines,
Video Poker and other.

	

It has been live since 2005 in
Unibet’s bigger markets; in 2006
it was launched for every market
where Unibet is present.
With a win chance that is
substantially higher than those
of state lotteries, it is an
attractive online alternative.

Unibet Group plc

Bingo
Unibet Bingo was launched in
Sweden in August 2006 and
generated more than 20,000
sign-ups in the first four months.
The chat room is an important
aspect of Unibet Bingo where
chat masters guarantee an
interactive feeling to the
customers by organising
chat games in Swedish.
Bingo also includes other
products such as a variety
of Casino games.

The Swedish TV format
‘Pokermiljonen’ attracts
millions of viewers. During
the spring of 2007, the sixth
season will be shown on
Swedish TV4.
Annual Report and Accounts 2006	

CEO’s STATEMENT
CEO’s STATEMENT

At the end of 2006, our client base had increased
by 58 per cent to 1,580,000 and active players
numbered 219,000.
More players naturally had a positive impact on
our total gross turnover, which showed a 50%
increase to GBP 414 million, in 2006, compared
to GBP 276 million a year earlier, where Mr
Bookmaker was included for part of the year.

According to archaeologists, the knucklebones found at the sites
of prehistoric human settlements were probably used for some sort
of primitive gambling game.
More recently, one of the biggest hit films of 2006 was Casino Royale,
which captured some of the glamour and excitement of poker.
It’s a long way from cave to casino, but the human predilection
for taking pleasure in controlled risk endures. Unibet fulfils that
atavistic desire in ways that entertain our customers while bringing
profit to our shareholders.
Our performance in the past year bears that out.

Gross winnings for 2006 were GBP 74.8 (2005:
43.5) million showing an increase of 72%.
EBIT for 2006 was GBP 28.4 (2005: 19.9)
million, showing a 43% increase.
Consolidation, diversification & expansion
One of our biggest achievements was the full
integration of a company we acquired in 2005.
At that time, Mr Bookmaker.com was one of the
largest gaming operators in France and the
Benelux countries. It was an acquisition that
brought us several individuals who have since
been given global responsibility.
During the course of the year we expanded our
operations to include new countries: Estonia,
Greece, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Portugal,
Romania and Croatia. Today, Unibet does business
in 20 languages in more than 150 countries.

Since its launch, Unibet has received a lot of media attention to its
competitive online gambling business model. This article is from the
Swedish newspaper ‘Expressen’ in September 1998. During 2006,
there were over 1,800 articles about Unibet in Sweden alone.
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During the course of the year we expanded our operations to include
new countries: Estonia, Greece, Hungary, the Czech Republic, Portugal,
Romania and Croatia. Today, Unibet does business in 20 languages in
more than 150 countries.

Back room, forward thinking
None of that can happen without the right
technology. But that does not mean Unibet
should regard technology as an end in itself.
It is much more a means to an end.
During the year we shifted our poker platform
from the B2B network to Microgaming. This new
platform, which went live in September, has enabled
us to expand our poker offering – already one
of Unibet’s most popular products. More players
mean more liquidity – which itself attracts even
more players in a virtuous circle that will improve
Unibet’s poker position for years to come.
Market liberalisation:
Keeping ahead of the game
In the light of the development of a possible
regulated gaming market, Unibet together with
other privately owned operators has suggested
a regulated market in coherence with EU law,
creating healthy competition, with transparency,
rules and regulations and consumer protection
against fraud, and consideration of responsible
gaming and further to ensure the sport industry
and similar organisations’ financial needs are met.
Meanwhile, we are keeping a close watch on
developments ourselves, as well as through our
membership of the European Betting Association.

A sense of responsibility
At Unibet we fully recognise that gambling is not
for everyone. Those under the age of 18 are rightly
excluded from playing by law.
Customers can exclude themselves from betting
for periods ranging from one week to six months
– or even permanently. They can also set betting
limits that can only be revoked through due
process – not in the heat of the moment.
Unibet is supporting a pilot programme in
association with gamAid that provides a ‘chat
service’ that can be readily accessed by customers
who feel their betting may be getting out of control.
Based on the outcome of this trial, the service
will be extended to other markets. Similarly, in
France, we are co-operating with Adictel in its
counselling service for French customers.
We also have an obligation to protect the privacy
and security of all of our customers. To that end,
we have worked for (and received in April 2006)
full accreditation for our website security from
G4, the Global Gaming Guidance Group.

We form a demonstrably winning team, drawn
from 30 nationalities. And it is in Unibet’s
interests to keep that team together as the
company grows. With that objective in mind,
we devoted considerable time and energy in 2006
to reviewing and formalising our Human Resources
processes and procedures. In particular, we
looked at and improved the ways in which we
recruit, train, reward and motivate our employees.
Meanwhile, I would like to thank everyone at
Unibet for making 2006 a year of which we
can be proud.

Petter Nylander
CEO
Malta, 21 March 2007

For people, by people
A successful year such as we have just enjoyed
does not happen by chance. It is the result of
creativity, hard work and devotion. The 270
people of Unibet have displayed all of those
qualities and more.

TEn years on
Two organisations are celebrating
special anniversaries this year. The
European Union is marking its half
century and Unibet is ten years old.
When European visionaries such as Jean
Monnet, Robert Schuman and Konrad
Adenauer agreed on plans for what has
become the EU, central to their idea of a
peaceful and prosperous Europe was a
common market. In such a market, national
borders would become irrelevant for the
purposes of free trade.
A decade ago, my more modest vision came
to fruition. For years I had been thinking
about launching a pan-European
entertainment company based on betting

and sport; one that would allow people to
gamble on football matches or races or other
events taking place anywhere in the world.
In the 1990s the proliferation of the internet
combined with rapidly increased interest in
live sports broadcasting made conditions for
launching such a company more promising
than ever. But what should it be called?

poker and other betting opportunities
in addition to wagers on sport.

Anders Ström
Chairman

On 11 December 1997, I was browsing
through a register of domains and came up
with www.unibet.com. That name said it all.
And it was available. Soon it became ours.
Ten years on, Unibet is thriving. Over a
million registered customers enjoy a concept
that has grown to encompass casino games,
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market overview
Technological Change
Online gambling is a relatively
recent development and a rapidly
growing industry. It makes the
glamour of the gaming table, the
challenge of skill games, the fun
of bingo, the intensity of poker
and the excitement of major
sports events instantly available
to qualified players – anytime
anywhere.
The history of online gambling
has relied on developments in
communications technology and so
will its future as figures for internet
and broadband penetration soar
throughout the European markets
in which Unibet is a sector leader.

Online gambling, conducted via the internet,
a mobile phone or digital television, is part of the
larger gambling market, which includes action
offline in a physical location such as a betting
shop or a race course. The global market
recorded USD 278.8 billion of gross winnings
in 2006, of which online gambling accounted
for USD 15.8 billion or 6 per cent.

for example, Unibet saw a ten-fold increase in
political betting during the course of just two
years from 2004 to 2006. The company’s odds
were even quoted as news items in the Swedish
media. And once the polls had closed, Unibet was
among the first organisations to give forecasts
about the results. Such activities are helping to
make online betting a mainstream pastime.

Online gambling’s share of the market is predicted
to increase to USD 27 billion, or almost 8 per
cent of the world gambling market by 2012.

Driven by technology
By definition, online products old and new –
and indeed the entire online betting industry –
depend on technology for creation and delivery.
Equally important is e-commerce for the placing
of bets and collection of winnings.

All of this should be seen within the context of
a global culture increasingly dominated by the
entertainment and leisure industries. The almost
universal popularity of televised events such as
international football – and, more recently,
poker tournaments – is indicative of a worldwide
determination to be involved in the action,
no matter where it occurs.
Increasingly, online gambling provides all of that,
but with an extra edge.
Standard gambling activities online are divided
into two categories; skill games and games of
chance. Skill games, rather than games of
chance, are those where skilled players can
affect the outcome, over time.
However, given the scalability of the medium,
online operators can quickly and effectively
expand their offerings with new opportunities
to bet that attract new players. In Sweden,

The European market has one of the world’s
highest – and fastest growing – rates of internet
and broadband penetration. Forrester Research
predicts that it will reach 30 per cent by 2008,
which is 57 per cent of all houses online. By 2010,
broadband penetration should be as high as 41
per cent of European households, Forrester says.
What is more, the European e-commerce
market, which totalled EUR 103 billion in 2005,
is expected to grow by 27 per cent year on year
to 2007 and by 24 per cent in 2008.
Four European countries – Greece, Croatia,
Romania and the Czech Republic – are among
the world’s top ten broadband nations by growth.
Unibet operates in all of them.

Internet usage 2006
% of population
Sweden
Norway
Denmark
Finland
The Netherlands
Belgium
France
Spain
Italy

10

74.7
67.4
69.2
62.3
65.7
48.5
50.3
42.7
51.7

% of population
Poland
Germany
Estonia
Greece
Hungary
The Czech Republic
Croatia
Portugal

29.9
61.3
51.8
33.5
30.4
50.0
32.5
73.8

The European market has one of
the world’s highest – and fastest
growing – rates of internet and
broadband penetration.

Source: www.internetworldstats.com
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2006 online sports betting accounts in Europe

3.9 million
Source: GBGC, February 2007

Technology provides online betting with a
passport that cuts across regional boundaries
and so opens markets that were previously the
preserves of state monopolies or indigenous
gambling operators.
A three-phase market
The homogenizing influence of the European
Union notwithstanding, the continent’s online
gambling market remains complex, with
individual nations retaining unique characteristics
and varying rates of growth. Nevertheless, taken
as a whole, Europe can be broken down into
three categories of online gambling markets.
Mature markets include the Nordic countries.
Sweden alone has an overall gambling market
estimated at SEK 40 billion, with online business
accounting for about 20 per cent of this.
Throughout the region, which also includes
Norway, Denmark and Finland, growth is driven
by new products that depend on emerging
technologies. These include live betting, mobile
platforms and skill games. The highly sophisticated
nature of this market makes it ideal for testing
new products. Lessons learned in the Nordic
countries can be applied more widely elsewhere.
Established markets can be found in the Benelux
nations and southwest Europe including France,
Spain and Italy. There, online business competes
against highly popular lottery and toto games.
In terms of scale, the gambling market in France,
for example, is worth about EUR 35 billion.
In such markets, online growth is achieved by

increases in the number of bets per account.
Consequently, the focus in these areas is on
marketing achieved through internet promotions,
public relations, events and sponsorship.
Unibet’s cycling team sponsorship, which began
early in 2006, is particularly aimed at these
established markets.
New markets include the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe. In these countries the
focus is on branding as online companies try
to establish their sites as the natural choice
for gambling.
Government competition
Unibet, along with other online gambling
providers, must abide by state regulations that
seek to protect the public from what governments
maintain are risks to public health and morality
inherent in betting.

It remains to be seen how long governments
can justify this anomaly.
To create a level playing field in Sweden, Unibet
has challenged the current state of affairs in the
local court, citing violation of EU Article 49, which
guarantees free movement of services throughout
the EU. The case is expected to be heard sometime
in 2007. (See pages 24-25 for more detail.)
Other similar cases, which have gone as far as
the European Court of Justice, have received
rulings in favour of private operators. Nevertheless,
the attempts by governments to restrict online
betting are likely to continue in Unibet’s primary
European markets.

At the same time, most of those governments
operate highly lucrative gambling businesses
themselves in the form of national lotteries and
other gambling opportunities. These products
are supported by massive advertising and
marketing campaigns – tools which, more
often than not, companies like Unibet are
forbidden to use.

Ice Hockey is not only an
extremely popular sport in the
Scandinavian countries, but
also in Eastern European
countries. The North American
National Hockey League (NHL)
lends itself well to the European
betting market. It is played late
at night, European time, and
several European players are
hailed as megastars across
the Atlantic.
Annual Report and Accounts 2006	11

market overview

Global gambling market 2006 USD bn

5.4%

Online
Offline

15.16
263.86

Unibet’s marketS

Source: GBGC February 2007

In online gambling, as with any
business, success depends on
knowing your customer.

This holds true in each of the four regions in
which Unibet operates: Sweden, other Nordic
nations, Southern Europe and elsewhere,
excluding the USA. Unibet has never accepted
business from residents of the USA.

Unibet has a headstart in this process,
because most of the company’s
customers are very like Unibet
people: youngish, well-educated
Europeans
with a passion for sport
Broadband penetration
and%an enthusiasm for pitting skills
400 luck against peers and the
and
laws
350 of probability.

Though the company has customers in
more than 150 countries, historically Unibet’s
operations have been specifically targeted
at Sweden, Denmark, Norway, Finland, the
Netherlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Italy and
Poland. In 2006 expansion encompassed nine
new countries in Central, Southern and Eastern
Europe – each with its dedicated website.

For those countries with markets that fall
into the mature category, concentration is on
launching more complex and challenging betting
opportunities that build on user experience and
sophistication. Live betting, a mobile platform
and games are the keys to continuing growth.
Unibet is also offering fun bets on extraordinary
themes such as Let’s Dance and the Eurovision
Song Contest. Special events, public relations
campaigns and good citizenship projects are
additional ways to refresh a presence in mature
markets, as are more sophisticated customerrelations tools.

300

Because
Unibet empathises with its
250
customers,
the company can offer
200
them
precisely the experiences
150
they
want – and the highest levels
100
of service and reliability to match –
50
whenever they come online to play.

Playing the markets three ways
Each of the company’s prime operating countries
falls into the category of mature, established or new
markets. In each Unibet is implementing appropriate
strategies to make the most of opportunities
within the context of local conditions.

0

Mature
2005

Established

New

Growth, 2000-05

1) Sweden 2) Belgium, Denmark, Netherlands, Norway, Finland, France 3) Turkey, Germany, Estonia, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Czech Rep., Italy, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland, UK, Russia. Source: Point topic

Number of active online real money players Europe
million
6
5
4
3
2
1

2006
2009

0
Sportsbetting

12

Casino

Poker

Source: GBGC February 2007
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Global gambling market 2009 USD bn

5.7%

Online
Offline

18.38
302.42

In established markets, where the objective is to
encourage existing and potential customers to find
out more about Unibet, the company embarks on
carefully-targeted advertising and public relations
campaigns that include sponsorships and affiliate
programmes. Since a physical presence is often
vital in these markets, they are a prime beneficiary
of the company’s branded cycle team, a vibrant
symbol of Unibet’s dedication to youth and sport.
The first objective in new markets is to introduce
the company and familiarise customers with the
Unibet brand and what it represents: an
entertaining, innovative, user-friendly, secure,
trustworthy and reliable way to spend some
leisure time.
Products that attract and excite
Unibet has two basic product streams.
Historically, sports betting came first.
Today odds are offered on a wide range of
sporting events, both international and local.
Every day players can choose to wager on as
many as 2,000 sports events. Depending on the
season, the most popular sports are football, ice
hockey, trotting (racing) and tennis. Depending
on the sport, the payout ratio to customers is
generally between 90-95 per cent.

European gambling market 2006 USD bn

4.4%

Online
Offline

4.26
92.84

For customers who prefer a piece of the action as
it happens, Unibet offers live betting, with odds
changing as the event progresses. During a football
match, for instance, customers can bet as often
as they wish on alternatives such as home win/
draw/away win/next goal or next corner. A special
cash-in function even allows customers to close
their bets before the end of the match.
Unibet also offers pool betting through two
products. Supertoto covers 14 football matches
during every weekend of the season; while
Supertoto Extra allows mid-week betting as well.
Beyond sports, betting options offer even more
variety and versatility. To Unibet’s advantage,
these options help to even out the inevitable
seasonal variations linked to sports.
Unibet’s casino games encompass 40 different
offerings including roulette, black jack, keno, slot
machines – and of course poker.
In recent years, poker has taken the world by
storm, and Unibet has benefited while at the
same time making the game even more popular.
Within a year of launching online poker, almost
100,000 customers had signed on. Now, every
week as many as 30,000 people join in a Unibet

European gambling market 2009 USD bn

7.2%

Online
Offline

7.69
99.51

poker game. For those who feel the need to add
some polish to their playing, the company offers
a poker school and free play with fun money.
By the end of 2006, Unibet was offering eight
different poker games backed up by player
ranking lists, special tournaments, VIP scores
and more to enhance players’ moneytainment.
Unibet’s scratch card offers two wins of five
chances – better customer odds than those
offered by competing state monopolies.
Consequently, Unibet’s scratch cards have
become a strong product in many of the
company’s most important markets, with
particular appeal to women.
Skill games have proven to be one of the
most valuable legacies from the acquisition of
MrBookmaker.com in 2005. Since then, Unibet
has improved on the original offer with virtual
sports games that capture all the thrills of racing,
boxing and goalkeeping.
One of the company’s most important launches
in 2006 was 75-ball bingo. Judging from its
success in its initial Swedish market, Unibet
bingo is likely to become one of the company’s
most popular products across the board.

A brand to bet on
Gambling is both a pastime and an act of
faith. While it takes the player into the world
of risk and doubt, there should be no doubt
about the integrity of whoever is at the other
end of the table or down the line. That is
why Unibet’s brand is so important.
And why everything Unibet does is consistent
with the six qualities that determine the
corporate identity.
For one, Unibet is entertaining, delivering
on the promise of giving customers a good
time, whether they win or lose.

Unibet is innovative. Customers delight in
the new and different, just as the company
delights in giving it to them.
Unibet is user-friendly. No matter what
the time of day or night, no matter what
language they speak, players should feel
they can just drop in at any time and start
to play without fuss or complication.
Unibet is secure. All communications and
payment transactions are protected against
fraud in line with best practice used by the
major credit card companies.

Unibet is trustworthy. The company fully
respects customers’ privacy and never
divulges personal information to outside
parties. The company also respects the law
and provides safeguards to prevent underage gambling.
Unibet is reliable. Secure payment
procedures, sound betting techniques
and dependable odds make the company
a gaming partner of choice.
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Market background
Market
background
A word unique to Unibet,
‘Moneytainment’ is both an attitude
and a form of recreation in itself.
It means getting more out of other
leisure-time activities – such as
watching a football match on
television – by betting on the result.
Moneytainment also means
participation in games of chance
that involve small stakes that form
a normal part of the household
budget.
Unibet offers customers great
Moneytainment.

Anders Ström, Unibet’s founder and chairman,
has supported the development of the concept
of Moneytainment.
From his earliest years in the rural Swedish town
of Sala, he had a passion for mathematics and
statistics. In particular, he was fascinated by logic
and the possibilities of calculating every sort of
risk. Equally interested in sport, he decided to merge
his two great interests and so Unibet was born.

The timing was excellent, since it coincided with
the launch of telephone betting and, soon after,
the 1998 World Cup – won 3-0 by France over
tournament favourite Brazil. A good start for any
gambling company.
Anders Ström was also among the first to see
the potential of online betting once the enabling
technology became widely available. Today,
Unibet’s website is used by Moneytainment
enthusiasts in over 150 countries.

That was in 1997 and within a year he acquired
a licence to conduct gambling activities in the UK.

Outcome

Probability
%

Odds
no margin

Odds
10% margin

Odds
20% margin

50
50

2.00
2.00

1.80
1.80

1.60
1.60

Tails
Heads

Customer A bets 100 on Tails. Customer B bets 100 on Heads. The outcome of the toss is Tails.
Odds
Customer A wins
Customer B wins
The operator’s gross winnings revenue
Gross turnover
Gross winnings revenue margin %

2.00
200
0
0
200
0

1.80
180
0
20
200
10

1.60
160
0
40
200
20

Online gambling growth 2006-2009
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Source: GBGC, February 2007

In central and southern Europe, cycling is the most
popular sport after football. Cycling enthusiasts
can follow the progress of the Pro-Tour team
Unibet.com at www.unibetcycling.com.
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Games and gambling have been around as a stimulating form of
recreational activity for several thousand years. For the vast majority,
gambling is about getting more out of other leisure-time activities,
such as watching a football match on TV and betting on the result.
The majority of games involve small stakes and form part of the
household entertainment budget.

The maths behind Moneytainment
With every toss of any coin the chance of heads
is 50 per cent. The sum of the two is the total
probability, or 100 per cent. The odds are
calculated as 1/probability. So with the toss of
a coin, the odds of it coming up heads – or tails
– is 1/50 per cent, which equals 2.0.
But there is not much money to be made in
arranging those odds. Instead, a betting operator
has to offer better odds, meaning less than 2.00.
If, for example, the operator decides on a gross
winnings revenue margin target of 10 per cent
on gross turnover, the odds to offer customers
are 1.80 on each outcome (0.9 x 2.00).
If Operator A presents a gross winnings revenue
margin of 20 per cent, an average player betting
level stakes at GBP 5 per bet would, on average,
be able to make 100 bets with an initial capital
of GBP 100.
Operator B, offering a gross winnings revenue
margin of just 10 per cent, would still achieve the
same end result. However, the player would have
enjoyed twice the number of bets. With the same
initial capital of GBP 100 and staking plan of
GBP 5 per bet, he or she would, on average,
be able to make 200 bets.

By operating virtually, the incremental cost of
accepting each new bet is insignificant, thereby
increasing customer entertainment value.
More often than not, Unibet plays the role of
Operator B.

Since gambling monopolies normally operate
with margins higher than the average for
gambling companies in deregulated markets,
there is an opportunity for online operators to
capture market share by offering more
competitive odds and products.

Moneytainment competitors
The concept of Moneytainment may be Unibet’s
alone, but the competition in the market is fierce
between de facto monopolies and large
international gaming companies.

However, as online gambling catches on,
competition stiffens. Players’ expectations
increase, new companies are tempted to claim
a stake of the market and existing companies
fight to grow and retain existing custom.

Unibet’s priority markets are those countries
where a strong gambling monopoly has existed.
Such monopolies have laid the groundwork for
Unibet entry, educating customers how to play
and contributing to the emergence of a
gambling culture.

In a rapidly growing, maturing and increasingly
competitive industry, the acquisition of new
customers is costly. That is why having a large and
diverse customer base is a crucial success factor.
Unibet’s Moneytainment concept, offering
gamblers a wide variety of games on a single
site that is easy and enjoyable to use, is what
gave Unibet a competitive edge from the start.
It continues to do so.

The Swedish General Election in September 2006 marked a definite breakthrough for
political betting in Scandinavia. The turnover in the closely contested election increased ten
times from the 2004 EU election and Unibet’s prices were quoted across various media
channels being compared to the prediction of the traditional opinion polls.
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Financial objectives
Objectives
Gross Winnings
The gambling market is relatively
new but is growing at a fast
pace. However, as opportunities
for growth are affected by legal
restrictions, Unibet does not
provide quantitative forecasts
for individual years or quarters.
Financial objectives are also
constantly under review, given
the rapid change of pace of
Unibet’s business.

Gross winnings revenue
Unibet’s gross winnings revenues have
increased tremendously over the last five years,
from GBP 2.8 million in 2001 to GBP 74.8
million in 2006. A long-term objective is to
continue increasing gross winnings revenue and
gross winnings margin at a pace at least in line
with the online market growth, in Unibet’s priority
markets.
Gross winnings margin – sports betting
Unibet’s gross winnings margin on sports betting
i.e. gross winnings revenue as a percentage of
gross turnover (see definitions on page 56),
can vary significantly from one month (even one
day) to the next, depending on the outcome of
various sporting events.

For example, a lower gross winnings margin
will be achieved if all the favourites win, and
conversely, if all the ‘underdogs’ win, a higher
gross winnings margin will be achieved.
In addition, levels of gross turnover are
influenced by the seasons for big sporting
events. High season for Unibet’s sports betting
business reflects the seasons for events such
as the European football leagues, major football,
golf and tennis tournaments, and the Nordic and
North American ice hockey leagues.
Over time, the gross winnings margin evens out,
however. From January 2004 to December 2006 it
averaged 7.3 per cent, as shown in the graph below.
The bars show the monthly performance of Unibet’s
gross winnings margin. See bar chart below.

Cumulative Gross winnings margin on Sports Betting
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Financial overview
		
Gross winnings revenue GBPm
Gross profit GBPm
EBIT GBPm
EBIT margin %
Profit after tax GBPm
Profit margin %
Registered customers number
Active customers number
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2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

74.8
74.4
28.4
37.9
37.9
50.7
1,580,000
218,770

43.5
42.9
19.9
45.7
13.7
31.5
919,000
171,918

24.7
23.9
11.9
48.2
8.9
36.0
351,000
79,655

13.0
12.0
3.8
29.2
2.9
22.3
256,000
64,199

9.5
9.0
1.2
12.6
1.1
11.6
176,000
49,678
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Gross winnings margin –
non-sports betting
Included in the total gross winnings margin are
the gross winnings revenues from non-sports
betting. Here, the gross winnings revenue is the
same as the gross turnover.
Gross winnings’ impact on EBIT
Unibet aims to operate in a cost-efficient
manner. The long-term objective during 2006
was to ensure that at least 50 per cent of the
increase in gross winnings revenues improved
EBIT. For 2006, gross winnings were GBP 74.8
million, an increase of GBP 31.3 million on 2005.
EBIT grew from GBP 19.9 million in 2005 to
GBP 28.4 million in 2006. Although the increase
in EBIT was less than the goal of half the
increase in gross winnings for 2006, this reflects

the abnormal increase in marketing costs related
to the 2006 FIFA World Cup, together with the
costs of strategic marketing initiatives such as
the sponsorship of the Unibet.com cycling team.
These investments are intended to strengthen
Unibet’s brand and market positioning,
particularly in new markets. In addition, since the
acquisition of MrBookmaker in 2005, the Unibet
Group now incurs higher non-cash amortisation
charges related to intangibles. A total of GBP
3.1 million was charged in respect of depreciation
and amortisation in 2006, compared with GBP
1.7 million in 2005.
Cash position and indebtedness
Unibet has bank loan facilities with Royal Bank
of Scotland, which comprise a medium-term loan
of GBP 22.25 million, of which GBP 17.6 million

was outstanding at 31 December 2006 and
a rolling credit facility of GBP 7.75 million.
The term loan was utilised during 2006 to
refinance loans taken out in connection with
the acquisition of MrBookmaker. Both loan
facilities have a term of 3 years and are
repayable in instalments.
The company’s liquid assets may be needed
for future regulatory requirements. Current
regulatory requirements are met whereby the
company maintains sufficient cash assets to
cover all customer balances on accounts held
separately from Unibet’s creditors.
Dividend policy
It is the intention of the Board of Directors
that the company should pay a dividend of
approximately 50 per cent of the Group’s net
income after tax to the shareholders, provided
that other financial objectives are met and an
appropriate capital structure is maintained. All
SDRs entitle the holder to the same dividend
rights as holders of ordinary shares.

Unibet Casino consists of more than 40 games
such as Roulette, Black Jack, Caribbean Stud,
Video Slots and Video Poker. A wide variety of
regular promotions and tournaments together
with a regular launch of new products has made
the Casino a great success.
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Shares and share capital
The company’s issued share capital comprises
28,241,092 ordinary shares each with a par
value of GBP 0.005. All ordinary shares carry
equal voting rights and rights to share in the
assets and profits of the Group.
As part of a group reorganisation during 2006,
ordinary shares in the company were issued to
registered shareholders of UGP Limited
(formerly Unibet Group plc), the previous parent
company of the Unibet Group, on the basis of
a one-for-one share exchange. There was no
change in the beneficial ownership of the Unibet
Group as a result of this transaction, nor was any
new money raised by the company in this
transaction. All rights over shares, including
rights of the holders of Swedish Depositary
Receipts or of share options, in UGP Limited
were exchanged in this transaction for equivalent
rights over shares in the company.
Listing of Swedish Depositary Receipts
Unibet Group plc’s Swedish Depositary
Receipts (SDRs) were listed on the O-list of the
Stockholm Stock Exchange (Stockholmsbörsen)
on 8 June 2004. Since 1 January 2005, the
SDRs have been included in the Attract 40
segment of the O-list. From 2 October 2006,
the SDRs were included in the Nordic List.
The trading symbol is UNIB. A trading unit is 50
SDRs and the ISIN code is SE0001 835588.
Unibet has a liquidity guarantee agreement with
Hagströmer & Qviberg Fondkommission AB.
Share price performance
Unibet’s SDRs have performed well over the
period since the IPO in 2004 and ended the
year at SEK 196, having started the year at SEK
161. This performance contrasted with the large
share price falls experienced by many other
gaming companies. The lowest price during the
year was SEK 128 and the highest was SEK 210.
As at 31 December 2006, Unibet Group plc
had a market capitalisation of approximately
SEK 5.5 billion.
Trading volumes
In 2006, 20.0 million SDRs in Unibet Group,
representing a total value of SEK 3,459 million,
changed hands.
On an average trading day, more than 80,000
SDRs, representing an average value of SEK
13.8 million, were traded.
Dividend policy
It is the intention of the Board of Directors
that the company should pay a dividend of
approximately 50 per cent of the Group’s net
income after tax to the shareholders, provided
that other financial objectives are met and an
appropriate capital structure is maintained. All
SDRs entitle the holder to the same dividend
rights as holders of ordinary shares.
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Proposed dividend
The Board proposes a dividend of SEK 5.50
(2.25) per share/SDR for the 2006 financial
year.
Shareholders ownership data
On 10 March 2007, Unibet Group had 2,566
holders of SDRs.
On 10 March 2007, the Group’s eight largest
owners represented 50.1 per cent of the capital
and votes, as shown below.
Dialogue with capital markets
Unibet’s Investor Relations policy focuses on

conducting a dialogue with representatives from
the capital markets, aimed at increasing interest
in Unibet’s shares/SDRs among existing and
potential investors by providing relevant, up-to-date
and timely information.

Investors and capital market players should be
provided with clear information about the
company’s activities with the aim of increasing
shareholder value. Unibet strives to ensure good
access to such information for capital markets,
notably through presentations in Stockholm and
London and through road shows in other
European countries as well as the U.S.A.

Unibet share price development
Share price
Total shareholder return (incl. dividend)
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Analysis of shareholdings at 10 March 2007
				
			
Number of
Shareholder		
shares/SDRs
Anders Ström 		
Capital Group		
Nordea Fonder		
Peter Lindell directly and through companies
Staffan Persson directly and through companies
Fidelity		
Robur		
Skandia Liv		
Others		
Total		

07

Share of
share capital/
votes %

(c) FINDATA

Accumulated %

3,403,356
2,104,070
1,918,704
1,675,664
1,666,500
1,453,331
1,304,091
626,255
14,089,121
28,241,092

12.1
7.5
6.8
5.9
5.9
5.1
4.6
2.2
49.9
100.0

12.1
19.5
26.3
32.2
38.1
43.3
47.9
50.1
100.0

Number of
shareholders

Number of
shares/SDRs

Share capital/
votes %

2,040
213
179
115
19
2,566

256,697
177,620
656,225
14,834,461
12,316,089
28,241,092

0.9
0.6
2.3
31.3
64.9
100.0

Source: VPC AB

Ownership distribution at 10 March 2007
			
Holding		
1-500		
501-1,000		
1,001-10,000		
10,001- 250,000		
250,001-		
Total		
Source: VPC AB

Unibet Group plc

On Unibet’s corporate website,
www.unibetgroupplc.com, investors can find
up-to-date information about the Group’s
financial performance, stock market data, a
financial calendar, company information and
other important data.

Unibet arranges the following capital
market activities:
• Quarterly meetings and teleconferences
for analysts, investors and financial media.
• Financial hearings in Stockholm.
• Participation in industry seminars
and conferences.
• Webcasts are available after each
quarterly presentation.

Ownership structure
Swedish financial institutions		
Other Swedish financial entities		
Other Swedish legal entities		
Non-Swedish owners			
Swedish natural persons			
Total			

%
26.3
2.7
1.2
66.2
3.6
100.0

Source: VPC as at 10 March 2007

Share capital development
The development of the company’s share capital is shown in the following tables, the first of which is presented to provide continuity of information
for shareholders and summarises the development of the share capital of UGP Limited (formerly Unibet Group plc), which was the parent company
of the Unibet Group until the group reorganisation carried out on 1 November 2006:
						
Par value
Increase in
			
Issue Change in number
Total number
per share
share capital
Share capital
Transaction
Year
price
ordinary shares
ordinary shares
GBP
GBP
GBP
Incorporation
Share exchange
Private placement
Rights issue
1:2 reverse split
New issue
Exercise of options
Exercise of options
Exercise of options
Exercise of options
Split 4:1
New issue
Exercise of options

2000
2000
2001
2002
2004
2004
2004
2004
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006

–
–
2.45
1.55
–
10.49
5.48
7.06
4.02
5.48
–
–
1.01

2
10,204,200
268,994
645,000
–5,559,098
703,700
5,000
2,500
159,975
1,000
19,293,819
2,400,000
116,000

2
10,204,202
10,473,196
11,118,196
5,559,098
6,262,798
6,267,798
6,270,298
6,430,273
6,431,273
25,725,092
28,125,092
28,241,092

The table below shows the development of the new holding company’s share capital during the year:
						
			
Issue Change in number
Total number
Transaction
Year
price
ordinary shares
ordinary shares
Incorporation
Subdivision and conversion
Increase to minimum for plc
Issued in group reorganisation

2006
2006
2006
2006

Five year summary
		
Equity per share GBP
Equity per share after full dilution GBP
Earnings per share GBP
Earnings per share after full dilution GBP
Operating margin %
Cashflow per share GBP
Dividend per share SEK
Return on total capital %
Equity/assets ratio %
Number of shares at year end
Fully diluted number of shares at year end
Average number of shares
Average number of fully diluted shares
1

Lm 1
–
–
–

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.005
0.005
0.005

0.02
102,042
2,689.94
6,450
–
14,074
100
50
3,199.50
20
–
12,000
580

0.02
102,042.02
104,731.96
111,181.96
111,181.96
125,255.96
125,355.96
125,405.96
128,605.46
128,625.46
128,625.46
140,625.46
141,205.46

Par value
per share
GBP

Increase in
share capital
GBP

Share capital
GBP

Lm 1
0.005
0.005
0.005

Lm 500.00
–
31,200.00
109,205.46

Lm 500.00
800.00
32,000.00
141,205.46

500
159,500
6,240,000
21,841,092

500
160,000
6,400,000
28,241,092

2006

2005

2004

2003

2002

2.155
2.135
0.523
0.515
45.7
–0.07
2.25
18.9
53.6
28,125,092
28,394,747
26,223,857
26,640,068

0.754
0.732
0.370
0.359
48.2
0.83
2.25
41.6
58.9
25,081,192
25,841,092
23,890,576
24,676,613

0.217
0.207
0.130
0.123
29.0
0.17
–
44.8
46.6
22,236,392
23,333,969
22,236,392
23,333,969

0.098
0.092
0.051
0.048
12.5
0.13
–
23.3
33.7
22,236,392
23,672,701
21,063,022
22,499,331

3.290
3.248
1.344
1.342
37.9
0.50
5.501
31.0
70.8
28,241,092
28,612,088
28,197,870
28,236,388

Proposed dividend

The above figures have been re-stated to reflect the changes in nominal value of the share.
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Employees
The 270 people who work for
Unibet are a diverse group. They
come from 30 countries and speak
some 35 languages. But they
are united in a common business
vision, a single knowledge platform
and their commitment to customer
service.
Most important of all, they share
with those customers – primarily
young Europeans like themselves –
a passion for gaming and sport.

The typical Unibet employee is also flexible,
has specialist expertise, looks beyond existing
boundaries and has the ability to thrive under
pressure.

A responsible organisation
One of the factors that most appeals to new
recruits and current employees alike is Unibet’s
responsible attitude to gambling.

Which is just as well since customers expect to
be able to play around the clock. Consequently,
Unibet operates a 24-hour, 365-day a year
service with multi-lingual staff based in Malta.

The company fully accepts that betting is not
for everyone. Those under the age of 18 are
excluded by law and Unibet is stringent in its
efforts to restrict under-age playing. For people
who find it difficult to stop playing or to limit their
losses, Unibet has initiated a number of options.
Customers can exclude themselves for set
periods of time – or permanently – and can also
set betting limits that can only be subsequently
revoked through due process.

The right people
Finding the right people to work in so demanding
and highly-skilled an environment is never easy.
Yet in 2006 the company managed to recruit a
total of 95 new employees in a range of disciplines
including customer service, IT, legal, odds & trading
and marketing.
Competition for such people is tough. Because
online gambling is a relatively new industry, there
are a limited number of experienced candidates
– though that situation will of course change as
the industry matures.
Meanwhile, Unibet recruits primarily through
agencies, though spontaneous applications
can yield a good selection of candidates.
Increasingly, the company is also recruiting
direct from leading universities in Sweden,
the UK, the Benelux nations and France.
During 2007, Unibet has also started an internal
programme where employees are rewarded for
successful referrals. Applicants with academic
experience in finance, marketing, engineering,
mathematics and statistics are particularly well
qualified for careers with Unibet. The company’s
own odds compilation, maths and statistics tests
provide key components of the recruitment process.

Links with charitable organisations such as
gamAid in the UK and Adictel in France are
providing counselling to customers who fear
their betting may be getting beyond their control.
Based on the success of these initiatives in
2006, the company is exploring ways to expand
their reach into other languages and markets.
Unibet employees can also take pride in the
levels of security provided to their customers.
In 2006 the company achieved full G4 security
accreditation from the Global Gaming Guidance
Group, recognised as the international authority
in safe internet betting.
A more structured approach
As a growing company, one of Unibet’s strengths
is an ability to expand faster – and more
effectively – than the competition by developing
the group’s internal expertise.

Employee structure 2006
Women 31%
Men

Gender
Unibet is committed to a policy of equal
opportunity in matters relating to
employment, training and career
development. During the year the
proportion of female employees has
increased from 26% to over 31%.
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69%

High school
or equivalent 43%
University
degree
57%

Education
An important objective is to ensure that
Unibet has a workplace that can attract
and help retain existing skilled staff.

<30

51%

30-40 37%
>40

12%

Age
Unibet’s relatively low average age reflects
the fact that the company is operating in a
young industry.

Unibet Group plc

To that end, in 2006, Unibet created a new
human resources department. Its aim is to
stimulate motivation, creativity and well-being
throughout the organisation while at the same
time maintaining and promoting a shared
company culture; one that offers opportunity
for development and recognises and rewards
efforts to improve and renew the business.
In its first year, the new department introduced
a group-wide performance and development
program in order to increase communication,
motivation, competence and career development
in support of company goals. It has also
expanded the use of performance reward
systems to give employees a greater stake in
Unibet’s financial and strategic development.
The department also started standardising
group-wide policies and thereby the company’s
first full-scale employee handbook was developed.
This publication was part of a growing
communications effort that recognises the
challenges of operations spread among offices
in several countries with multi-lingual, multicultural staff. The company’s intranet is playing
an increasingly important role in uniting Unibet.

Honing people’s skills
Unibet regards educated and highly skilled
employees as a crucial factor in the company’s
success. Consequently, in-house training begins
with a thorough induction programme for all
new staff.
Building on that foundation, employees can
expand their skills and knowledge further by
attending courses offered by the Unibet
Academy, which provides comprehensive
training in a variety of general and specialist
subjects including languages and IT skills.
The most recent development was the launch in
2006 of the first Unibet Leadership Programme:
Good to Great. Aimed at middle managers and
others with recognised potential, this course
features modules that include building and
managing teams, effective communications,
change leadership and management and
strategic development. Just as important, Good
to Great enables employees to get to know other
parts of the company through site visits and to
focus on areas of the business they might not
normally experience.

Some 50 employees from four Unibet offices
made up the first Good to Great cohort. As these
50 progress through the course, some 15 others
will begin their development training in 2007.
Having their say
Are these HR initiatives having the right impact
on Unibet employees? The best way to find out
is to ask them.
In 2006 the company commissioned Unibet’s
first employee satisfaction survey. The results
were encouraging. For example, 86 per cent
of those responding rated Unibet as a ‘good
to excellent’ place to work.
With the 2006 survey as a baseline, future
research should show progress in employee
satisfaction; registering the positive impact of
2006 initiatives and subsequent HR activities.

So are opportunities for training, which not
only encourage the sharing of knowledge
but also forge links between people
throughout the organisation. One of the
most significant achievements in 2006 was
the expansion of Unibet’s education, training
and development programme.

Interaction, a common vision and knowledge
transfer are the keys to a successful organisation
with shared values.
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Risk management
Unibet divides its risks into the
following categories:

Market risk
Market risk is the risk that Unibet will lose money
on its business due to unfavourable outcomes
on the events where the Group offers odds. The
Group has adopted specific risk management
policies that control the maximum risk level for
each sport or event on which the Group offers
odds. The results of the most popular teams in
major football leagues comprise the predominant
market risk. Through diversification, which is a key
element of Unibet’s business, the risk is spread
across a large number of events and sports.
The heads of odds compilation and risk
management are responsible for day-to-day
monitoring of Unibet’s market risk. It is also their
responsibility to advise the odds compilers and
risk managers on appropriate risk levels for
certain events.
The security officer and the head of sports
betting jointly assess risk levels for individual
events as well as from a longer term perspective.
Independent staff make random evaluations of
risk limits for the various regions.
Credit risk
All bets and stakes are made through account
gambling, i.e. the gambler deposits money in an
account, from which he then draws to place bets.
No customers are offered credit.
To achieve the desired risk profile, Unibet
conducts trading with a small number of wellknown companies. These companies have a
certain level of credit with Unibet and vice versa.
Operational risk
Operational risk is the risk that the Group will
lose money as a result of individual mistakes, e.g.
by an odds compiler. The Group has introduced
internal procedures to monitor and detect
mistakes caused by operational error or the
human factor.
Customer-specific risk
The risk that the Group will lose money on
customers who are exceptionally successful
is called customer-specific risk.
Unibet has introduced three types of
customer limits:
• Each event on which the Group offers odds
has a limit for how much an individual customer
can win on the event. These limits vary
depending on the event and can be changed
over time.
• It is also possible to set a limit for combinations
of bets. This limit is normally higher than for an
individual bet.
• Each customer has a personal limit, which
regulates the maximum amount that can be
staked in a single bet.
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Employee risk
Unibet’s employees are not allowed to bet
through Unibet in any way, either directly or
through a third party.
Technical risks
Unibet’s activities are highly dependent on
information systems and other types of technical
risk. Interruptions on the Internet, e.g. viruses,
intrusion attempts or access restrictions due to
reduced capacity, have an impact on the business.
Unibet works actively and continuously to
minimise the risk of such attacks.
Secure transmission of confidential information
over the Internet and the overall security of
Unibet’s system are crucial to the business.
The Group uses licensed encryption and
authentication systems to ensure secure
transmission of confidential information
such as credit card numbers.
The gaming application is business-critical,
and Unibet has gone to considerable lengths
to ensure that it is able to handle various types
of interruption. All servers are duplicated, i.e. if
one server fails, another will immediately take over.
Unibet has also created a back-up site, which
in the event of a serious operational interruption
will take over from the primary servers.
Security team
A team which manually monitors activity on the
accounts and employs computers to monitor the
system round the clock is tasked with ensuring
that Unibet’s website remains a secure playingfield. Suspect bets, transactions and withdrawals
are verified. If it is suspected that Unibet’s rules
have been breached, the account will be closed
pending an investigation.
Safe gambling
Unibet offers its punters an opportunity to set
a weekly or monthly personal gambling budget.
Increases in this limit have in-built safety time
delays. Customers also have the opportunity to
exclude themselves from gambling activities for
various periods of time.
Treasury management – customer deposits
All customers wishing to place a bet with Unibet
must first register by opening an account and
making a deposit. Deposits can be made by
credit or debit card, through a cash deposit or via
bank transfer at a local branch or using an online
banking service. Alternatively, Unibet offers a
variety of other payment solutions in different
countries. Bets can be placed as soon as the
account has been credited.
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Withdrawals are subject to a strict verification
system. Withdrawal requests can only be
satisfied if certain criteria are met and
confirmation that a deposit has been cleared
is obtained. In addition, several other checks
are made to minimise the risk of fraud.
Payouts to customers are made via bank transfer
from one of Unibet’s network of banks worldwide,
in the currency requested by the customer and
directly into their nominated bank account or via
a preferred payment solution. The Group has
accounts with many major banks in the EU.
Fraud and money laundering
The procedures for opening an account with
Unibet require detailed information to be
registered about each customer. The company
applies a strict age limit and accepts no
customers under the age of 18. All deposits and
withdrawals are made through banks and Unibet
has introduced internal procedures for detecting
and handling suspect transactions. Unibet has
appointed a special group which focuses on
security and fraud-related issues. When a
deposit exceeds a certain amount or when
certain limits are exceeded, a warning is
generated and the group is alerted.

Responsible gambling
Unibet is committed to creating a platform for
attractive betting at competitive odds. This
involves creating a safe platform and working
to reduce the risk of gambling abuse. Training
customer service staff in how to detect and
provide help in cases of suspected gambling
abuse and the option of limiting bets are some
of the measures introduced by Unibet to achieve
these objectives.

The company is also a member of the European
Betting Association (EBA), which brings together
the leading gaming companies in Europe. The
Association’s statutes specify how to deal with
issues such as gambling addiction, illegal gambling
by minors, gambler privacy and money laundering.
Unibet is also a member of ESSA (European
Sports Security Association), a non-profit-making
organisation set up to share certain information
with sports regulators, including FIFA.

Unibet actively studies new research and
regulatory requirements and uses such
knowledge to create a safe playing-field.
Unibet has obtained accreditation from the
Global Gaming Guidance Group (G4). This
places the company under certain obligations
e.g. to provide information about help
organisations, apply a clear policy for preventing
gambling by minors, limit bets and provide
training for staff.
Unibet also co-operates with gamAid which
provides international counselling services, and
Adictel, which provides counselling services for
French customers.

Sensitivity analysis
Unibet’s performance is affected by a number of
factors. The sensitivity analysis below only takes
into account direct changes. It is likely that
actual changes in a specific item will also affect
other items and that estimates made by Unibet
and other parties on the basis of a change of
circumstance would also affect other items.
Sensitivity analysis – detail
In line with Swedish corporate governance requirements, Unibet considers movements in the
following factors to have the most impact on EBIT.
		
Factor
Gross winnings revenue
Administrative expenses
Marketing expenses
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%
change

EBIT impact
GBP

+/– 1
+/– 1
+/– 1

+/– 748,000
+/– 218,000
+/– 242,000
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General legal
Legal Environment
Unibet Group’s core business,
namely sports betting and other
gaming services, may be subject
to a number of restrictions in the
markets where Unibet has a
commercial interest and focus.

The majority of revenues are derived from
markets located within the European Union (EU).
Unibet is duly licensed and established in a
number of Member States of the EU, and the
majority of Unibet’s revenue is earned through
subsidiaries located in the EU. Unibet, and its
subsidiaries, benefit from the application of
certain fundamental freedoms applicable to
individual and corporate citizens of the EU.
These freedoms include, amongst others, the
principle that there should be no restrictions
within the EU affecting the free movement of
goods, the free circulation of capital, the right
to establishment and the right to provide and
promote services. Any law, practice or procedure
applicable under the domestic law of individual
Member States may be contrary to EU law (and
therefore in theory unlawful) where such law,
practice or procedure amounts to a restriction or
barrier affecting the EU fundamental freedoms.
An exception to this position is where a Member
State is able to successfully argue that the
restriction or barrier is necessary, and provided
such restrictions fulfil, in general, an aim of the
Member State to protect public health and public
policy. Even then, any such restriction may not be
exercised by Member States in a discriminatory
way or in a disproportionate manner. In addition,
in the context of the gaming industry, restrictions
cannot be applied by a Member State where
their objective or effect is merely to increase or
sustain revenues generated by a publicly-owned
gaming operation through banning privatelyowned competitors such as the Unibet Group.
The application of EU law in the context of the
gaming industry means that certain restrictions
purportedly applicable to the Unibet Group
under the domestic law of a Member State may
be unlawful. It is even more likely that restrictive
domestic laws are contrary to EU law where
there is an inconsistent gaming policy in the
particular market.
In this regard, reference can be made to
April and October 2006 formal infringement
procedures initiated by the European
Commission (EC) against 9 Member States
in relation to the cross-border provision and
promotion of gaming and betting services.
Following the two 2003 landmark cases from
the European Court of Justice (ECJ), the Gambelli
and the Lindman cases, the ECJ has in its March
2007 Placanica judgment reconfirmed that Member
States have a right to impose restrictions under
national law, but when imposing or enforcing these,
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Member States must sufficiently prove with
evidence that: (i) their gaming policy is consistent;
(ii) there is a clear and present danger to public
order justifying the need for restrictions; and (iii)
that the objective pursued, e.g., protection of
consumers, cannot be achieved by imposing less
restrictive measures instead. In the Placanica
case, the ECJ further noted that “criminal
legislation may not restrict the fundamental
freedoms guaranteed by Community law.”
As a result of the relatively recent developments,
it is not possible to draw detailed conclusions in
relation to the legality of specific legislation and
practice applicable to the gaming industry in the
various Member States. Legislation and practice
varies from country to country and will be tested
on an individual basis. This being the case, it
should also be noted that legislation or practice
in this area can be challenged or tested in a
number of different ways depending upon the
applicable law and court system of a particular
Member State. In addition, legal action in Member
States may be subject to a number of different
levels of court hierarchy and can therefore take
many years to conclude. There may also be
further delays as a result of a particular legal
action or process triggering another ancillary
court proceeding such as those dealing with
claims for injunctions or similar interim relief.
Despite the recent decisions by the ECJ being
favourable to the industry, it appears that certain
Member States are continuing to initiate legal
challenges designed to frustrate the activities
of private operators, even referring to deterrent
criminal legislation. For example, in September
2006, two executives of a European online
gaming competitor had actions brought against
them under national laws in France. This is also
despite the fact that the EC has also made
public statements questioning the true motives
of certain Member States in seeking to restrict
the activities of private operators, suggesting
instead that restrictions appear to exist as a
mechanism to protect existing state-controlled
gaming monopolies.
There is a risk that courts operating under the
national laws of a particular Member State may
rule against the activities of Unibet and its
private sector competitors. This is a particular
risk in relation to Court hearings held before
“lower tier” courts. Such rulings are considered
inconsistent with European law and therefore,
subject to advice on a case by case basis,
Unibet expects to appeal any adverse
judgements to higher courts.
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Unibet’s assessment of the current legal
environment it faces in certain material European
markets is set out country by country below.
Given the recent law enforcement actions in the
USA, Unibet stresses that it remains its policy
and practice not to accept, and Unibet never
has accepted, any customer resident in the USA.
Sweden
In 2003, Unibet launched legal proceedings
against the Swedish government claiming that
the Swedish government were in contravention
of EU law in seeking to restrict cross-border
gambling services. This action was taken by
Unibet in order to safeguard its fundamental
freedom to provide and promote gaming
services to its customers, and to allow Swedish
consumers the possibility of choice. The local
Swedish district court in the main proceedings
is contemplating the case and still has to set a
hearing date.
In the meantime Unibet sought interim relief and
this request was referred to the ECJ. The case
was heard on 3 October 2006, the ECJ
rendered its judgment on 13 March 2007, and
subsequently the case has been referred back
to the local Swedish court.
In 2006, Unibet launched civil law proceedings
against a competitor in the Swedish market for
infringing the Unibet Group’s trade mark. The
competitor concerned had arranged for the
publication of certain advertising in the Swedish
media, such advertising being specifically designed
to portray the Unibet Group in a negative way.
Finland and Denmark
Unibet has one employee in Finland and one
former representative in Denmark each of whom
has been the subject of separate investigations
regarding suspected lottery and gaming
offences under national laws. These alleged
offences relate to the organising of press
coverage of Unibet’s services for local residents.
Other major online operators are facing similar
investigations by the Danish and Finnish
authorities. There is, however, uncertainty as
to when the case will be forwarded to the court
by the prosecutor, and, therefore, when court
hearings might take place. The ECJ judgment
in Placanica supports and defends Unibet’s opinion.
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Italy
Italy is one of the countries subject to
investigation by the EC as a result of its attempt
to restrict access by its residents to betting and
gambling services.
Italy has adopted legislation that obliges all
Italian Internet Service Providers (“ISPs”) to
block access to betting and gambling websites.
As a result, certain domain names used by
Unibet have been blocked. Unibet, in conjunction
with other private operators and certain Italian
ISPs affected by the restrictions, has lodged
several complaints in relation to these restrictions
both on a European and local Italian level. The
timing and outcome of these actions is uncertain.
Unibet, via a subsidiary, did participate in the
Italian betting license tender process and its
application has been evaluated positively by the
competent Italian authorities. It is unclear when
the licensing tender process will be finalised.
Germany
A considerable amount of case law has come
into existence in Germany since the Gambelli
case. On 28 March 2006, the German Federal
Constitutional Court ruled that the current
German laws regarding sports bets and games
of chance may be unconstitutional. The same
court also indicated that these laws were not in
compliance with European law.
However, findings from other courts in Germany
seem to contradict this decision (and contradict
each other). There have been several recent
court cases involving private gaming operators,
including Unibet, where initial decisions were
against the private operators. At the present
time, Unibet is continuing legal proceedings
against a German monopolistic operator.
However, the relevant German court of appeal
is delaying giving its verdict in the case pending
further consideration of the ECJ judgment in
the Placanica case as this will have relevance
to its decision.

infringement of intellectual property and image
rights by Unibet. The Belgian court has awarded
a first judgment in favour of Unibet, setting a
precedent for all other similar cases.
France recently adopted new protective and
restrictive gambling provisions. In the absence
of any guiding case law, Unibet’s initial opinion is
that this law is against substantive and procedural
European law, and may lead to the opening up
of a second infringement case by the EC
against France.
The Netherlands
In October 2005, De Lotto (the state approved
monopoly in the Netherlands) served a writ on a
Unibet subsidiary, requesting that this company
appear before the lower court of Arnhem. This
court has previously awarded judgements
against other private operators. In the summary
proceedings in November 2005, the court
ordered the subsidiary concerned to stop the
provision and promotion of all gambling services
to Dutch residents, or pay a fine of 10,000 Euros
per day up to a maximum of 1 million Euros.
Unibet has appealed against the court’s
judgement. Although the judgement has been
notified, the penalties have not been enforced,
partly because Unibet has brought actions
against De Lotto before courts in both the
Netherlands and Malta.
In light of the EC’s infringement procedure
against the Netherlands, Unibet’s initial
assessment of the chances of success
in the appeal procedure are fair.
Spain
In Spain, a Unibet subsidiary is being sued by the
Spanish Football Association concerning rights
in relation to fixtures / the match calendar.
Unibet is aware that previous cases have been
found in favour of private industry (e.g. the ECJ
decision in relation to a case concerning a
challenge brought by the British Horseracing
Board supports Unibet’s position).

Unibet has applied for licences in several regions
of Germany and certain administrative (court)
proceedings related to these applications are
still pending.
France and Belgium
A Unibet subsidiary company is still awaiting a
judgment in civil actions initiated by Real Madrid,
certain of its players and certain other football
clubs. These actions are being heard before the
courts of Paris and Liège and relate to alleged
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Directors’ Report
The Directors present their annual
report on the affairs of the Group,
together with the audited financial
statements and auditors’ report, for
the year ended 31 December 2006.

Principal activities
Unibet is an online gambling business, with over
1,580,000 registered customers worldwide as
at 31 December 2006 and is one of the largest
privately-owned, publicly-quoted online gambling
operators in the European market.
The Internet is the main distribution channel
for Unibet’s products. The Group offers a
comprehensive range of online gambling
products, such as sports betting, live betting,
soft games, online casino and poker products,
through the Group’s website, www.unibet.com.
The customer base spans more than 100
countries.
On average, Unibet handles over 100,000
transactions every day (including bets, deposits
and withdrawals) and has between 1,000-2,000
offerings on major international and local
sporting events every day.
Following a reorganisation effective from
1 November 2006, the holding company for
the Group is incorporated in Malta, which is
also where the majority of the Group’s online
gambling services are conducted.
The principal subsidiaries and associated
undertakings which affect the results and net
assets of the Group in the year are listed in note
13 to the financial statements.
Results and dividends
The consolidated income statement is set out on
page 35 and shows the result for the year. The
profit after tax was GBP 37.9 (2005: GBP 13.7)
million. The Board of Directors proposes a
dividend of SEK 5.50 per ordinary share to be
paid to holders of ordinary shares and SDRs
(2005: dividend of SEK 2.25 per ordinary share
paid in May 2006).
Business review
Significant events during the year 2006
On 2 February five new language versions
of the Unibet Group’s website were launched.
On 15 February, Unibet’s entire 23 per cent
shareholding in B2B Poker (Sweden) AB was
sold to 24HPoker AB for a consideration of
SEK 15 million, realising a profit on disposal
of GBP 479,000.
On 28 March, the German Federal Constitutional
Court ruled that current German laws regarding
sports betting and games of chance were
unconstitutional.
On 4 April and 12 October, the European
Commission decided to launch a large-scale
investigation into the sports betting market in
nine Member States. Governing bodies in
France, Austria, Sweden, Denmark, Finland,
Germany, Hungary, Italy and the Netherlands
will be investigated over their country’s national
legislation restricting privately-owned sports
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betting operators from supplying or advertising
their services. The Commission has serious
doubts whether restrictions in these markets are
aimed at reducing gambling opportunities rather
than protecting State revenues.
On 5 April three new language versions of the
Unibet Group’s website were launched, bringing
the total number of languages available to 19.
On 25 April Unibet received accreditation
from G4, Global Gaming Guidance Group, for
complying with their Code of Practice in relation
to responsible gambling.
On 26 July, Unibet decided to streamline its
poker technology platforms. With effect from
September 2006, Unibet’s poker offering was
consolidated on a joint technical platform to
strengthen the poker offering.
On 1 August, Unibet signed an agreement with
Adictel, a well respected French consulting agency
specialising in the prevention of the excessive
use of betting and gambling services. Unibet
hereby underlines its social responsibilities and
commitments as a responsible gaming operator.
On 8 August, Unibet launched multiplayer Bingo
for the Swedish market.
On 18 September, Unibet announced
a new holding company structure with a new
holding company established in Malta, where
the principal trading activities of the Unibet
Group are based. Under the UK “Scheme of
Arrangement” process, shares and SDRs in
the former holding company were subsequently
exchanged on a one-for-one basis for shares
and SDRs in the new holding company, Unibet
Group plc.
On 10 October, Unibet was awarded the
prestigious “European Sportsbook of the year
2006” by the international magazine Egaming
Review. This award recognises “the European
operator who has won the battle for customers
in the highly competitive European sport betting
market.”
On 17 October, a Court Meeting and
an EGM were held to approve the “Scheme of
Arrangement” and the new structure, and the
Scheme was formally sanctioned by the UK
courts on 25 October. The Scheme became
effective on 1 November and SDRs in the new
Malta-based Unibet Group plc were listed on
Stockholmsbörsen’s Nordic List.
At an EGM on 11 December, shareholders
approved the resolutions relating to the
reduction of, and transfer from share premium
account following the “Scheme of Arrangement”.
The shareholders also approved a share/SDR
buy-back authority for the Board of Directors
up to a maximum of 2,824,109 shares/SDRs.
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On 15 December, the International Cycling
Union, UCI, provided the Unibet.com-sponsored
cycling team with a Pro Tour-licence and the
assurance to participate in all the major races.
The above developments during 2006 illustrate
the following trends that affect the business of
the Unibet Group:
• Unibet continues to invest in the expansion
both of its product set in its core markets
and its geographical reach into new markets.
• Unibet is committed to the promotion of
responsible gaming and remains at the
forefront of industry initiatives in this area.
• Unibet continues both to seek further
opportunities to cross-sell its products
and also to drive efficiencies in its internal
operations through the standardisation of its
technology platform.
• Pressure continues to be exerted by the EC
on Member States that seek to restrict access
for private operators to their sports betting
markets.
A detailed Business Performance Review
is set out on pages 33-34.
Significant events after the year end
On 8 January 2007, the qualification for spring
season programmes of Swedish TV format
Pokermiljonen started on www.unibet.com. More
information about Pokermiljonen can be found
on www.unibet.com/pokermiljonen.
On 6 February 2007, the Unibet.com-sponsored
cycling team won d’Ouverture de Marseillaise in
France, which is the opening event of the
European cycling season 2007.
On 6 March 2007 the European Court of
Justice, ruling in the Placanica case, reaffirmed
the court’s view that national “legislation that
prohibits – on pain of criminal penalties – the
pursuit of activities in the betting and gaming
sector without a licence or a police authorisation
by the state, places restrictions on the freedom
of establishment and the freedom to provide
services” in the European Union. The court
further noted that “criminal legislation may not
restrict the fundamental freedoms guaranteed
by Community law.”
Future developments
The Directors are confident in the Group’s
trading and financial prospects for the
forthcoming financial year.
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Directors and their interests
The following Directors served during the year
and subsequently, unless otherwise stated:
Anders Ström
Peter Boggs
Daniel Johannesson
Peter Lindell
Henrik Tjärnström
Johan Lindgren
(resigned 10 May 2006)

Executive Chairman
Non Executive
Non Executive
Non Executive
Non Executive
Non Executive

Anders Ström, Peter Boggs, Daniel Johannesson,
Peter Lindell and Henrik Tjärnström will seek
re-election at the forthcoming AGM. The interests
of the Directors are shown on page 29.
Research and development
The Group capitalises certain expenditure when
it relates to the development of the core IT
platform of the business. During the year the
Group capitalised GBP 2.8 (2005: GBP 1.5)
million of development expenditure, and
expensed GBP 1.7 (2005: 0.5) million.
Employees
The Group is committed to a policy of equal
opportunity in matters relating to employment,
training and career development of employees
and is opposed to any form of less favourable
treatment afforded on the grounds of disability,
sex, race or religion. The Group recognises the
importance of ensuring employees are kept
informed of the Group’s performance, activities
and future plans.
Substantial shareholdings
Shareholdings of 3 per cent or more of the
Company’s ordinary share capital are detailed
on page 18.
Statement of directors’ responsibilities
The directors are required by the Maltese
Companies Act, 1995 to prepare financial
statements which give a true and fair view of
the state of affairs of the company as at the end
of each financial period and of the profit or loss
for that period.

The directors are also responsible for designing,
implementing and maintaining internal control
relevant to the preparation and the fair
presentation of the financial statements that
are free from material misstatement, whether
due to fraud or error, and that comply with the
Maltese Companies Act, 1995. They are also
responsible for safeguarding the assets of the
company and hence for taking reasonable
steps for the prevention and detection of
fraud and other irregularities.
The directors are responsible for the maintenance
and integrity of the Group’s website.
Legislation in Malta and Sweden concerning
the preparation and dissemination of financial
statements may differ from legislation in other
jurisdictions.
Disclosure of information to the auditors
So far as the directors are aware, there is no
relevant audit information (that is, information
needed by the company’s auditors in connection
with preparing their report) of which the
company’s auditors are unaware, and the
directors have taken all the steps that they
ought to have taken as directors in order to
make themselves aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the company’s
auditors are aware of that information.
Auditors
The auditors, PricewaterhouseCoopers, have
indicated their willingness to continue in office,
and a resolution that they be re-appointed will
be proposed at the Annual General Meeting.
On behalf of the Board,
Malta, 21 March 2007
Anders Ström
Chairman and Director

Peter Lindell
Director

In preparing the financial statements, the
directors are responsible for:
• Ensuring that the financial statements have
been drawn up in accordance with
International Financial Reporting Standards
as adopted by the European Union.
• Selecting and applying appropriate
accounting policies.
• Making accounting estimates that are
reasonable in the circumstances.
• Ensuring that the financial statements are
prepared on the going concern basis unless
it is inappropriate to presume that the company
will continue in business as a going concern.
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Remuneration Committee
Report
The Remuneration Committee
has written Terms of Reference to
determine, on behalf of the Board,
the Group’s policy on management
remuneration and to consider and
approve remuneration packages
for the Senior Managers including
the executive management team,
across the Group. The Committee’s
proposed report, which is unaudited,
except where indicated, is set
out below.

The Committee, which met twice during the year,
comprises Daniel Johannesson and Anders Ström
who were both elected at the 2006 AGM. Daniel
Johannesson chairs the Committee.
Remuneration Policy
The policy of the Board is to attract, retain and
motivate the best managers by rewarding them
with competitive salary and benefit packages
linked to achieving the Group’s financial
objectives, as defined on pages 16-17.
During the year the Committee considered a
variety of independent sources of information
including the comparison of the CEO’s and the
Senior Management’s remuneration with
companies of a similar size and diversification.
In addition, as Unibet is an international
business, the Committee takes into account
relevant international employment practices,
as well as having due regard to the remuneration
packages throughout the Group.
The performance-related elements of executive
remuneration comprise annual bonuses and
awards under the Unibet Executive Share Option
Scheme. These incentives are designed to be
relevant to the overall objectives of the Group
and to enhance the business. The performance
targets referred to below, set by the Committee,
are reviewed annually and are intended to be
stretching and to reward superior performance
in light of competition and the prevailing
economic climate.
The members of the Committee have no personal
interest in the outcome of their decisions and
give due regard to the interests of shareholders
and to the continuing financial and commercial
health of the business.
The remuneration packages of the Senior
Managers comprise:
• Basic salaries which are reviewed annually
having regard to individual performance,
responsibility and skills, and comparable
evidence of other companies in the sector,
together with specific employee benefits.
• Performance-related bonuses, which are
based on quantitative and qualitative goals.
The goals are mainly linked to the company’s
financial objectives such as gross margin and
EBIT, as well as the delivery of specific
projects and business critical processes.
Performance is assessed on a quarterly basis.
The amount of potential bonus compared to
basic salary varies depending on position and
situation, but is in general less than half the
amount of the basic salary. In 2006, not all
targets were achieved and accordingly the
bonuses paid were below the maximum level.
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• Equity awards through option schemes are
granted based on position and performance
under the terms of the Unibet Share Option
Scheme, and are linked to the long-term
performance of the Group and further align
Senior Management’s interests with those
of the shareholders.
Of the 392,774 share options outstanding
at 31 December 2006, 153,655 granted in
previous years may only be exercised if the
holder is employed by the Unibet Group at the
date of exercise, other performance conditions
related to 2005 having already been satisfied.
The remaining 239,119 share options were
granted in 2006 and have varying performance
conditions based on the level of growth in both
gross winnings revenue and EPS in 2006
compared to 2005, which were met, as well
as the requirement that the holder remains
employed by the Unibet Group.
Remuneration of the Board of Directors
The remuneration of the Board of Directors is
determined by the full Board conditional upon
approval at the AGM.
All Board Directors are elected as appropriate,
at the AGM.
The Group does not operate any form of
executive retirement benefits or pension
scheme, and thus no contributions are made in
respect of any Director. All Directors have rolling
service contracts without notice periods. The
auditors are required to report on the information
contained in the following two sections of this
report on Directors’ Remuneration.
Total emoluments (audited)
All information concerning emoluments and
interests of the Directors is presented on the
basis of continuity from the date of their
appointment to the Board of Directors of the
ultimate parent undertaking of the Unibet Group
(and include amounts in relation to services
provided both before and after the reorganisation).
Up to 1 November 2006 the ultimate parent
undertaking of the Unibet Group was UGP
Limited (previously Unibet Group plc) and from
1 November 2006 it is Unibet Group plc. The
Directors serving at 31 December 2006 all
previously served as Directors of UGP Limited
and were appointed to the Board of Directors
of Unibet Group plc as part of the Scheme of
Arrangement. Total emoluments of the Board of
Directors and executive managers who served
during the year are set out overleaf:

Unibet Group plc

			
GBP 000		

Fees/		
salary
Other

2006
Total

2005
Total

Directors
Anders Ström, Chairman		
Mats Sundström, former Chairman		
Peter Boggs		
Daniel Johannesson		
Peter Lindell		
Johan Lindgren		
Henrik Tjärnström		

132
–
15
16
15
3
18

–
–
46
–
–
–
–

132
–
61
16
15
3
18

103
7
21
40
13
10
13

Executive management
Petter Nylander, CEO1		
Pontus Lesse, former CEO2		
Executive management		
Total		

284
–
613
1,096

1
–
2
49

285
–
615
1,145

114
86
477
884

1
2

from 1 August 2005
to 30 September 2005

Directors’ interests (audited)
The Directors’ and executive managers’ beneficial interests in the shares/SDRs of Unibet Group plc as at 31 December 2006, are set out below:
		
		
		
		
		

Ordinary
shares/
SDRs at
31 December
2006

Ordinary
shares/
SDRs at
31 December
2005

Share
options at
31 December
2006

Share
options at
31 December
2005

Directors
Anders Ström
Peter Boggs
Daniel Johannesson
Peter Lindell
Henrik Tjärnström

5,603,356
11,875
3,000
1,675,664
10,400

7,103,356
8,875
2,000
1,936,664
10,000

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

Executive management
Petter Nylander CEO
Executive management
Total

22,100
40,301
7,366,296

22,100
487,811
9,600,806

128,336
97,089
225,425

84,480
109,646
194,126

Johan Lindgren who resigned on 10 May 2006, held 30,000 SDRs at 31 December 2005 and 6,000 SDRs at 10 May 2006.
The closing price of the company’s shares at 31 December 2006 was SEK 196, and it ranged from SEK 128 to SEK 210 during 2006.
Performance graph
Shown on page 18 is a performance graph that compares the total shareholder return (TSR) of Unibet SDRs with the OMX Stockholm Price Index being
the one where Unibet is listed and therefore the most appropriate comparison.
TSR is defined as the return shareholders would receive if they held a notional number of shares and received dividends on those shares over a period
of time. The graph demonstrates that Unibet’s position continues to strengthen by comparison with the OMX Stockholm Price Index.

Daniel Johannesson
Chairman
Remuneration Committee
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Corporate Governance
statement
Statement
On 1 July 2005, the Stockholmsbörsen Listing
Rules incorporated the Swedish Code of
Corporate Governance. This Code was updated
during 2006. Unibet Group plc is required to:
• Explain how it applies the main and supporting
principles of the Swedish Code of Corporate
Governance.
• Confirm whether or not it complies with
the Code’s provisions and, where it has not
complied, to provide an explanation why not.
The following statement on pages 30-32 has
not been audited.
Directors
The Board of Directors of Unibet Group plc is
collectively responsible for the success of the
Group and for its Corporate Governance and
aims to provide entrepreneurial leadership of
the Group within a framework of prudent and
effective financial controls that enable risk to
be assessed and managed.
As outlined on page 29, the Board comprises
the Executive Chairman and four non-executive
directors, all of whom are independent. The
Swedish Code identifies the fundamental
importance of independent non-executive
directors in ensuring the objective balance of the
Board, and sets out criteria to be considered in
determining the independence of non-executive
directors. In accordance with Provision 3.2.4 of
the Code, the Board considers Peter Lindell,
Peter Boggs, Daniel Johannesson and Henrik
Tjärnström to be independent non-executive
directors.

material contracts, corporate governance and
Group policies.
The number of Board and Committee meetings
attended by each of the directors during the year
can be seen in the table below.
The Board has a standard agenda, including
receiving and considering reports from the Chief
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer
on the Group’s operational performance,
finances, ongoing strategy and risk profile, all of
which are considered at the quarterly meetings.
Where appropriate, matters are delegated to the
Nomination, Audit and Remuneration Committees,
and reports on their activities are included within
this corporate governance statement.
Brief resumés of the Board and CEO can be
found on page 60.
The Working Procedures of the
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors has adopted written
instructions for the Chief Executive. The roles
of the Chairman and Chief Executive have been
established in writing to ensure the clear division
of responsibilities, and this has been agreed by
the Board.
At least once a year the Board of Directors will
review the strategy and visit the Group’s different
office locations, and meet without the
management, CEO or CFO.

To ensure effectiveness, the Board’s composition
brings together a balance of skills and experience
appropriate to the requirements of the business.
The composition of the Board and recommendations
for the appointment of directors are dealt with by
the Nomination Committee and its activities are
set out separately in this report.

The Chairman is responsible for the leadership
of the Board; setting its agenda and taking full
account of the issues and concerns of all Board
members; ensuring effective communication
with shareholders; taking the lead on director
induction and development; encouraging active
engagement by all directors, and ensuring that
the performance of individuals and of the Board
as a whole, and its Committees, is evaluated at
least once a year.

The Board is responsible to the shareholders for
the Group’s overall strategy and direction and it
usually meets on a quarterly basis throughout
the year. A formal schedule sets out those
matters specifically reserved for the Board and
its Committees. Those matters include decisions
on Group strategy and direction, acquisitions,
disposals and joint ventures, capital structure,

The Chairman ensures that the Board is supplied
with accurate, timely and clear information.
Directors are encouraged to update their
knowledge and familiarity with the Group
through meetings with senior management.
As part of the induction process, an induction
pack is provided to non-executive directors.
All directors have access to the company secretary

Board and Committee meeting attendance
			
Name
Full Board
Anders Ström
Peter Boggs
Daniel Johannesson
Peter Lindell
Johan Lindgren
Henrik Tjärnström

30

5
5
5
5
–
4

Audit Remuneration
Committee
Committee
–
–
–
3
1
4

2
–
1
1
–
–

who is responsible for ensuring good information
flows within the Board and its Committees and
between senior management and non-executive
directors. The company secretary is also
responsible for advising the Board, through the
Chairman, on all corporate governance matters.
Directors are encouraged to seek independent
or specialist advice or training at the Group’s
expense where this will add to their understanding
of the Group in the furtherance of their duties.
In accordance with Provision 3.1.2 of the Code,
the Board has introduced a process to formally
evaluate its own performance and that of its
Committees and individual directors. The
performance of the Board and its Committees
has been the subject of Board discussion, led
by the Chairman to consider effectiveness
against performance criteria and potential risks
to performance. The performance evaluations
of Board members have been structured in such
a way as to ensure a balanced and objective
review of Directors’ performance by using a
system of questionnaires intended to stimulate
discussion of factors including individual
performance and commitment.
Following these performance reviews, the
Chairman is responsible for ensuring that the
appropriate actions are taken. The evaluations
provide a feedback mechanism and have helped
in identifying Board performance objectives as
well as individual actions such as training.
Remuneration and D&O Liability insurance
The general meeting establishes the principles
and the maximum amount of the Directors’ fees.
Employees cannot receive director’s fees.
A Director can, during a short period of time,
supply consultancy services, but only if this is
more cost-effective and better than any external
alternative. Any such consultancy fee will be
disclosed in the Annual Report. None of the
Directors holds share options issued by the
Company. Unibet has taken out Directors and
Officers Liability insurance covering the risk of
personal liability for their services to the Group.
Cover is in place for an indemnity level of
GBP 1 million.

Nomination
Committee
2
–
–
–
–
–

Unibet Group plc

Nomination Committee Report
The Nomination Committee has written
Terms of Reference to lead the process for
Board appointments and make recommendations
to the Annual General Meeting thereon.
The Nomination Committee, which met twice
during the year, comprises the Chairman of the
Board, Anders Ström, and shareholders Staffan
Persson (Committee Chairman) and Andreas
Versteegh, all of whom were elected at the
2006 AGM.
Remuneration Committee Report
A report on Directors’ remuneration and the
activities of the Remuneration Committee is set
out on pages 28-29.
Audit Committee Report
The Audit Committee advises and makes
recommendations to the Board on matters
including financial reporting, internal controls,
risk management, and the appointment of
auditors. The role of the Committee is set
out in its written terms of reference.
The Committee, which met 4 times during the
year, in addition to quarterly meetings to review
the interim reports, comprises two independent
non-executive directors, Peter Lindell and
Henrik Tjärnström, who were elected at the
2006 AGM. The Committee is chaired by Henrik
Tjärnström, a senior finance professional who
has the relevant accounting and financial
management expertise. Where appropriate, the
Committee consulted with the Chairman of the
Board, the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief
Financial Officer regarding their proposals. The
external auditors also attended three of the
meetings.
Responsibilities include monitoring the integrity
of the financial statements of the Group and any
formal announcements relating to the Group’s
financial performance. The Committee has
reviewed the Group’s financial statements and
formal announcements relating to the Group’s
financial performance before their presentation
to the Board. In so doing, it considered
accounting policies, areas of judgement or
estimate, and reporting requirements, as well as
matters brought to their attention by the external
auditors. The Audit Committee is responsible for
assessing the requirement for a separate internal
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audit function. The Committee remains satisfied
that the culture of embedded controls and
continual peer review, together with the work of
the Chief Financial Officer, the Group Security
Controller and the Head of Trading, is effective
in monitoring the established systems. An internal
audit function would have limited additional
benefit at this time due to the size of the Group,
although this matter will be reviewed during 2007.

The Committee is responsible for reviewing the
Group’s systems of internal control and risk
management, and determines the scope of work
undertaken by the Chief Financial Officer, the
Group Security Controller and the Head of
Trading. It receives reports from the Chief
Financial Officer, with whom the results are
discussed on a regular basis.
The Committee is responsible for making
recommendations to the Board in relation to
the appointment of external auditors. It is
responsible for monitoring the independence
and objectivity of the external auditors, and for
agreeing the level of remuneration and the
extent of non-audit services. During the year,
PricewaterhouseCoopers (‘PwC’), reported to
the Committee on their audit strategy and the
scope of audit work. The Committee has
reviewed the performance of PwC and the level
of non-audit fees paid to PwC during the year.
These are disclosed in note 4 on page 44.
The provision of non-audit services, except tax
compliance and routine taxation advice, must be
referred to the Committee where it is likely to
exceed a pre-determined threshold of GBP
50,000. Any work that falls below that threshold
must be pre-approved by the Chief Financial
Officer. PwC has, during the year, advised on the
Group’s corporate structure. By monitoring and
restricting both the nature and quantum of nonaudit services provided by the external auditors,
the Committee seeks to safeguard auditor
objectivity and independence.

The Board is kept informed of shareholder views
and correspondence. Corporate and financial
presentations are regularly made to fund
managers, brokers and the media, particularly
at the announcement of interim and year end
results. Links to webcast presentations are
published on the Group’s website. All shareholders
are invited to attend the Annual General
Meeting in April where they have the opportunity
to put questions to the Directors, including the
Chairmen of Board Committees.
At the Annual General Meeting separate
resolutions are proposed for each substantially
different issue to enable all of them to receive
proper and due consideration.
Notice of the Annual General Meeting and
related papers are posted on the Group’s
website between four and six weeks in advance
of the meeting. Further information on the
activities of the Group and other shareholder
information is available via the Unibet Group’s
corporate website, www.unibetgroupplc.com.

Communication with investors
In the interests of developing a mutual
understanding of objectives, the Investor
Relations manager has met regularly with
institutional investors to discuss the publiclydisclosed performance of the Group and its
future strategy. Institutional investors have also
been able to meet the Chief Executive Officer
and the Chief Financial Officer.
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The Board of Directors’ Report on Internal
Control over Financial Reporting for the
Financial Year 2006
Introduction
According to the Maltese Companies Act and
the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance,
the Board is responsible for internal control.
This report has been prepared according to the
Swedish Code of Corporate Governance
Provisions 3.7.2 and 3.7.3 and is accordingly limited
to internal control over financial reporting. This
report, which has not been reviewed by the auditors,
is not part of the formal financial statements.
Description
a. Control environment
The Directors have ultimate responsibility for the
system of internal controls and for reviewing its
effectiveness. The system of internal control is
designed to manage rather than eliminate the
risk of failure to achieve business objectives. In
pursuing these objectives, internal control can
only provide reasonable and not absolute
assurance against material misstatement or loss.
b. Risk assessment
The Senior Management members are
responsible for reviewing risks, and for
identifying, evaluating and managing the
significant risks applicable to their respective
areas of business. Risks are reviewed and
assessed on a regular basis by the Group
Security Controller, the Head of Trading, the
Audit Committee and the Board. The
effectiveness of controls is considered in
conjunction with the range of risks and their
significance to the operating circumstances
of individual areas of the business.
A comprehensive update of Unibet’s risk
assessment was conducted by Senior
Management and reviewed by the Board ahead
of publication in October 2006 of the prospectus
related to the Scheme of Arrangement.

c. Control activities
Working throughout the Group, the role of
the Group Security Controller and the Head
of Trading is to identify, monitor and report on
the significant financial and operating risks
faced by the Group to provide assurance that
Unibet meets the highest standards of corporate
governance expected by its stakeholders.

Statement of Compliance with the
Swedish Code of Corporate Governance
During the Scheme of Arrangement process in
2006 Unibet held a number of general meetings
in the English language, which did not comply
with Provision 1.4.3 of the Code, but was
appropriate in the circumstances of a legal
process applying to a UK company.

The Audit Committee assists the Board in its
review of the effectiveness of internal controls
and is responsible for setting the strategy for
the internal control review. In doing so, it takes
account of the organisational framework and
reporting mechanisms embedded within the
Group, and the work of the Group Security
Controller and the Head of Trading.

Anders Ström serves as a member of the
Nomination Committee, although Provision 2.1.2
of the Code states that company managers are
not to be members. The purpose of the Nomination
Committee according to Provision 2.1.1 is to
represent the company’s shareholders and in
these circumstances his participation in the
committee is considered appropriate.

d. Information and Communication
The Board receives regular formal reports
from Senior Management concerning the
performance of the business, including
explanations for material variations from
expected performance and assessments of
changes in the risk profile of the business that
have implications for the system of internal
control. In particular the Board receives direct
periodic reports from the Group Security Controller.

Unibet does not comply with Provision 3.8.2
of the Code, which requires the Audit Committee
to have at least 3 members. Unibet considers
that the Audit Committee as presently
constituted is effective in meeting the
requirements of Provision 3.8.3 of the Code.

The Board also takes account of the advice of
the Audit Committee, reports received from the
external auditors, and any other related factors
which have come to its attention.
e. Monitoring
Further information concerning the activities of
the Audit Committee in relation to the monitoring
of Unibet’s internal controls, including the annual
evaluation of the requirement to implement a
special internal audit function and review of the
financial reports published quarterly, is
contained in the Audit Committee Report.
On behalf of the Board
Malta, 21 March 2007

Anders Ström
Chairman and Director
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With the exception of the matters noted above,
and immaterial differences of procedure that
result from the fact that Unibet is a Malteseincorporated company (and prior to 1 November
2006 was a UK-incorporated company), the
Directors believe that they are in compliance with
the Swedish Code of Corporate Governance.

Peter Lindell
Director

Unibet Group plc

Business performance
review
Financial statement presentation
These financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS’s) as adopted by the European
Union and with the Maltese Companies Act 1995.
Where relevant, certain additional information
has been presented in compliance with the
Swedish Stock Exchange (Stockholmsbörsen)
requirements.
Additional analysis has been provided in 2006
through the disclosure of marketing costs
separately from administrative costs, consistent
with the presentation in the income statement.
Group reorganisation
As explained in Note 2 to the financial statements
on page 39, Unibet carried out an internal
reorganisation during 2006 that included the
insertion of a new holding company incorporated
in Malta. Following the principles of predecessor
accounting, the consolidated financial statements
incorporate the combined companies’ results as
if the companies had always been combined.
This ensures consistency of presentation of the
financial results of the Unibet Group so that the
presentation of results for 2006 is comparable
with prior years.
Comments on the financial development
The core sports betting business of Unibet has
grown continually over the past five financial
years. The growth has been experienced across
all Unibet’s geographical markets. The introduction
of non-sports betting products has strongly
contributed to Unibet’s results in the last three
years and has also helped to smooth out the
seasonal effects and volatility of sports betting.

Gross winnings revenue
Gross winnings revenue on sports betting
represents the net receipt of bets placed and
payouts made, within the consolidated entity for
the financial period. For the non-sports betting
segment, gross winnings revenue equates to
Gross turnover. Total gross winnings revenue in
2006 increased to GBP 74.8 (2005: GBP 43.5)
million through a combination of continued
organic growth and the increased contribution
of the MrBookmaker business that was acquired
in 2005.
Gross winnings revenue from sports betting
amounted to GBP 25.9 (2005: GBP 17.4) million
for the full year 2006.
Non-sports betting saw strong gross winnings
revenue amounting to GBP 48.9 (2005: GBP
26.1) million for the full year 2006.
Gross winnings margin on sports betting
The gross winnings margin on sports betting for
2006 was 7.1 per cent (2005: 7.0 per cent).
Gross winnings margins can vary quite
significantly from one month to the next,
depending on the outcome of sporting events,
i.e. not always as predicted. However, over time
these margins will tend to even out and
calculated from January 2004 to December
2006 demonstrates an average of 7.3 per cent.
This can be seen in the graph on page 16. The
bars show gross winnings margin by month.

Betting Duties
The income statement shows gross winnings
revenue less betting duty equalling gross profit.
Betting duties are payable in the UK and Malta.
The betting duty in the UK is currently 15 per cent
of gross winnings. The gross turnover in Malta is
subject to 0.5 per cent betting duty payable on a
monthly basis, subject to a maximum capped
amount. There are no betting duties in Antigua.
Gross profit
Gross profit for the full year 2006 amounted
to GBP 74.4 (2005: GBP 42.9) million.
Operating expenses
Marketing costs include both online and offline
marketing costs of the business. During the full
year 2006, marketing costs were GBP 24.2
(2005: GBP 10.2) million. The totals for 2006
include the costs of the businesses that formed
part of the MrBookmaker Group for the full year,
whereas the costs in 2005 only include these
costs for the period from August to December
2005. The increased costs in 2006 also reflect
the one-off marketing costs associated with the
2006 FIFA World Cup and other strategic
marketing initiatives including sponsorship of the
Unibet.com cycling team, which has contributed
to Unibet’s rapid growth.
Administrative expenses include all other
indirect costs of running the business and are
a combination of activity related costs and fixed
costs such as salaries etc. During the full year
2006, administrative expenses were GBP 21.8
(2005: GBP 12.8) million. Of the administrative

Gross winnings revenue by market and business segment
(based on country of residence of customer)
				
2006			

2005

			
GBP 000		

Sports
betting

Sports
betting

Non-sports
betting

Total

Sweden		
Rest of Nordic		
Southern Europe 		
Other		
Total		

9,348
4,030
8,753
3,740
25,871

7,156
4,112
3,361
2,793
17,422

14,702
6,096
3,470
1,825
26,093

21,858
10,208
6,831
4,618
43,515
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Non-sports		
betting
Total
20,328
11,575
10,441
6,584
48,928

29,676
15,605
19,194
10,324
74,799
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expenses, GBP 0.6 million (2005: Nil) were oneoff costs related to the group reorganisation
completed in the fourth quarter of 2006 and
GBP 3.1 (2005: GBP 1.7) million were in respect
of depreciation and amortisation charges, and
included amortisation charges attributable to the
acquisition of MrBookmaker of GBP 1.1 (2005:
GBP 0.4) million.
Excluding depreciation and amortisation and
one-off charges, therefore, administrative
expenses were GBP 18.1 (2005: GBP 11.1)
million of which GBP 9.8 (2005: GBP 5.9)
million were salaries and associated costs.
The totals for 2006 include the costs of the
businesses that formed part of MrBookmaker
for the full year, whereas the costs in 2005 only
include these costs for the period from acquisition
in August 2005 to the end of the year.
Profit from operations
Profit from operations for the full year 2006 was
GBP 28.4 (2005: GBP 19.9) million, after
charging reorganisation costs, as included in
administrative expenses above, of GBP 0.6
million (2005: Nil).
Capitalised development expenditure
IAS 38 requires the capitalisation of certain
development costs. These are costs incurred
in developing the existing IT platform and the
integration and further development of new
products. These are identifiable assets from
which a future economic benefit is expected
to be derived. In the full year 2006, expenditure
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of GBP 2.8 (2005: GBP 1.5) million, has been
capitalised. Amortisation of GBP 1.1 million was
charged in respect of capitalised development
expenditure for the full year 2006 (2005: GBP
0.7 million) and is included in administrative
expenses as described above.
Taxation
As a result of the Group reorganisation during
2006, certain deferred tax provisions are no
longer required and GBP 10.5 million has been
released to the income statement, giving rise
to an overall tax credit.
Profit after tax
Profit after tax for the full year 2006 was
GBP 37.9 (2005: GBP 13.7) million.
Balance sheet
Unibet’s balance sheet reflects both the Group’s
growth in profitability and its ability to manage
working capital. The increase in cashflow from
operating activities is largely a result of these
two factors. As is common in the bookmaking
industry, the Group employs a strategy of
ensuring customer deposits are received before
bets can be placed and therefore both customer
balances and cash have increased with the
growth in gross winnings revenue. In addition
to these two line items, along with reserves, the
other significant item on the balance sheet is
goodwill. The goodwill balance arose on the
acquisition of the MrBookmaker Group of
companies in 2005.

Certain of the Group’s non-current assets
relate to IT development costs, which have been
capitalised in accordance with the policy described
earlier. Other non-current assets include
computer hardware and fixtures and fittings.
The non-cash current assets on the balance
sheet therefore relate only to other receivables,
prepayments and taxation.
The largest numbers included within liabilities are
trade and other payables. These mainly comprise
customer balances, but also include other
creditors such as accrued expenses and taxation.
Financial position and cashflow
The cash in hand position at the end of 2006
stood at GBP 40.0 (2005: GBP 26.0) million.
The cash inflow for the year 2006 was GBP
14.0 (2005: outflow GBP 1.8) million, of which
GBP 31.1 (2005: GBP 23.9) million arose from
operating activities. The cash outflow for 2005
was stated after payment of GBP 22.25 million
cash for the acquisition of the MrBookmaker
Group (Global Leisure Partners Limited and
its subsidiaries).

Unibet Group plc

Consolidated Income Statement
				
GBP 000
Notes

Year ended
31 December
2006

Year ended
31 December
2005

Gross winnings revenue
3
Betting duty
Gross profit 			

74,799
–388
74,411

43,515
–595
42,920

3 		

–24,198
–587
–21,247
–21,834
28,379

–10,190
–
–12,830
–12,830
19,900

Finance costs
6
Interest receivable and similar items
7
Share of associate’s profit after tax
13
Profit on disposal of associate
Profit before tax 			

–1,066
748
–
479
28,540

–610
767
53
–
20,110

Income tax credit/expense
8
Profit after tax 			

9,361
37,901

–6,391
13,719

Gross turnover 			

413,701

276,087

2006

2005

37.9

45.7

31.0

18.9

71
270
1.344
1.342
28,241,092
28,612,088
28,197,870
28,236,388

54
175
0.523
0.515
28,125,092
28,394,747
26,223,857
26,640,068

Marketing costs
Reorganisation costs
Other administrative expenses
Total administrative expenses
Profit from operations

4

All the above amounts relate to continuing operations and are attributable to equity shareholders.
Key Ratios
Notes

Operating margin %
  (Profit from operations/revenue for the year)
Return on total assets %
  (Profit after tax/average of opening and closing assets for the year)
Equity/assets ratio %
Employees at year end
Earnings per share GBP
Fully diluted earnings per share GBP
Number of shares at year end
Fully diluted number of shares at year end
Average number of shares
Average number of diluted shares

10
10
20

10
10

More detailed definitions can be found on page 56.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet
				
GBP 000
Notes
Assets
Non-current assets
Goodwill
11
Other intangible assets
11
Investments in associates
13
Property, plant and equipment
12
Deferred tax asset
18
				
Current assets
Trade and other receivables
15
Income tax recoverable
Cash and cash equivalents
				
Total assets			
Equity and liabilities
Capital and reserves
Share capital
20
Share premium
20
Translation reserve
Loss offset reserve
20
Reorganisation reserve
20
Profit and loss account
Total equity			
Non-current liabilities
Deferred tax liability
18
Borrowings
17
				
Current liabilities
Loan notes
17
Borrowings
17
Trade and other payables
16
Income tax payable
				
Total liabilities			
Total equity and liabilities			

As at
31 December
2006

As at
31 December
2005

72,711
7,617
69
4,695
1,178
86,270

72,711
7,034
635
1,268
636
82,284

5,049
–
39,986
45,035
131,305

3,063
1,740
26,037
30,840
113,124

141
73,838
21
8,220
–42,889
53,590
92,921

141
38,720
5
–
1,533
20,222
60,621

1,297
10,196
11,493

11,539
–
11,539

–
7,416
18,052
1,423
26,891
38,384
131,305

22,250
–
15,585
3,129
40,964
52,503
113,124

The financial statements on pages 35 to 55 were authorised for issue by the Board of Directors on 21 March 2007 and were signed on its behalf by:

Anders Ström
Chairman and Director
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Peter Lindell
Director

Unibet Group plc

Consolidated statement of changes
CONSOLIDATED
in equity
GBP 000

Notes

Reserves brought forward at 1 January 2005
20
Share Options – value of Employee Services
Foreign exchange differences on the translation
of net equity investments in foreign enterprises
Net income/expense recognised directly in equity
Net profit for the year
Total recognised income/expense for 2005
New issue of ordinary shares
20
Exercise of share options
20
Dividend paid
At 31 December 2005		
Share Options – value of Employee Services
Foreign exchange differences on the translation
of net equity investments in foreign enterprises
Net income recognised directly in equity
Net profit for the year
Total recognised income for 2006
Reserves arising on Group reorganisation
20
Costs of share issue
20
Exercise of share options
20
Dividend paid
At 31 December 2006		
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Share
capital

Share Translation Reorganisation
premium
reserve
reserve

Loss
offset
reserve

Profit
and loss
account

Total

125
–
–

6,632
–
–

9
–
–4

1,533
–
–

–
–
–

10,613
59
–

18,912
59
–4

–
–
–
12
4
–
141
–
–

–
–
–
31,443
645
–
38,720
–
–

–4
–
–4
–
–
–
5
–
16

–
–
–
–
–
–
1,533
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

59
13,719
13,778
–
–
–4,169
20,222
175
–

55
13,719
13,774
31,455
649
–4,169
60,621
175
16

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
141

–
–
–
36,202
–1,200
116
–
73,838

16
–
16
–
–
–
–
21

–
–
–
–44,422
–
–
–
–42,889

–
–
–
8,220
–
–
–
8,220

175
37,901
38,076
–
–
–
–4,708
53,590

191
37,901
38,092
–
–1,200
116
–4,708
92,921
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GBP 000

Notes

Year ended
31 December
2006

Year ended
31 December
2005

Operating activities
Profit from operations
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Amortisation of intangible assets
Increase/decrease in receivables
Increase in payables
Cashflows from operating activities			
Income taxes paid
Net cash generated from operating activities			

28,379

19,900

884
2,246
–1,681
2,666
32,494
–1,389
31,105

601
1,119
1,347
1,449
24,416
–519
23,897

Investing activities
Cash acquired upon acquisition
21
Cash paid for acquisition
21
Repayment of loan notes issued as acquisition consideration
21
Interest received
Interest paid
Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Development costs of intangible assets
Cash received on disposal of associate
Net cash used in investing activities 			

–
–
–22,250
748
–1,066
–4,310
–2,829
741
–28,966

4,587
–25,326
–
767
–105
–619
–1,461
–
–22,157

Financing activities
Proceeds from issue of ordinary share capital
20
Costs of share issue
Dividends paid
9
Proceeds from borrowings
Repayment of borrowings
Net cash from/used in financing activities 			

116
–1,200
–4,708
22,250
–4,638
11,820

649
–
–4,169
–
–
–3,520

Net increase/decrease in cash and cash equivalents 			

13,959

–1,780

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year			

26,037

28,322

Effect of foreign exchange rate changes
Cash and cash equivalents at the year end			

–10
39,986

–505
26,037
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Notes to the consolidated
financial statements
Note 1 Basis of preparation
These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the
European Union and with the Maltese Companies Act 1995.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention, subject to modification where appropriate by the revaluation
of financial assets and liabilities at fair value through profit or loss.
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of certain critical accounting estimates. It also requires management
to exercise its judgement in the process of applying the group’s accounting policies. The areas involving a higher degree of judgement or complexity,
or areas where assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated financial statements are disclosed in Note 2.
The following standards, amendments and interpretations to published standards are mandatory for accounting periods beginning on or after
1 January 2006 but they are not relevant to the group’s operations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IAS 21 (Amendment), Net investment in a foreign operation.
IAS 39 (Amendment), Cash flow hedge accounting of forecast intragroup transactions.
IAS 39 (Amendment), The fair value option.
IAS 39 and IFRS 4 (Amendment), Financial guarantee contracts.
IFRS 1 (Amendment), First-time adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards.
IFRS 6, Exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources.
IFRIC 4, Determining whether an arrangement contains a lease.
IFRIC 5, Rights to interests arising from decommissioning, restoration and environmental rehabilitation finds.
IFRIC 6, Liabilities arising from participating in a specific market – Waste electrical and electronic equipment.

The following interpretations to existing standards have been published that are mandatory for the group’s accounting periods beginning on or after
1 May 2006 or later periods but which the group has not early adopted:
• IFRIC 8, Scope of IFRS 2 (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 May 2006). IFRIC 8 requires consideration of transactions
involving the issuance of equity instruments – where the identifiable consideration received is less than the fair value of the equity instruments
issued – to establish whether or not they fall within the scope of IFRS 2. The group will apply IFRIC 8 from 1 January 2007, but it is not expected
to have any impact on the group’s accounts.
• IFRIC 10, Interim Financial Reporting and Impairment (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 November 2006). IFRIC 10 prohibits
the impairment losses recognised in an interim period on goodwill and investments in equity instruments and in financial assets carried at cost to
be reversed at a subsequent balance sheet date. The group will apply IFRIC 10 from 1 January 2007 but it is not expected to have any impact on
the group’s accounts.
Note 2 a. Summary of significant accounting policies
The principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of these consolidated financial statements are set out below. The policies have been
consistently applied to all the years presented, unless otherwise stated.
Basis of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements incorporate the financial statements of Unibet Group plc (“the Company”) and enterprises controlled by the Company
(its subsidiaries) made up to 31 December each year. Control is achieved where the Company has the ability to govern the financial and operating policies of
an investee enterprise so as to obtain benefits from its activities. Where necessary, adjustments are made to the financial statements of subsidiaries to
bring the accounting policies used in line with those used by other members of the Group. All intercompany transactions and balances between Group
companies are eliminated on consolidation. All associate entities are accounted for by applying the equity accounting method.
Group reorganisation – predecessor accounting
On 1 November 2006 the Company became the new parent company of the Group following the implementation of a court-sanctioned Scheme
of Arrangement under section 425 of the UK Companies Act 1985, approved by the shareholders of UGP Limited (the former UK holding company
of the Unibet Group). As there was no change to the ultimate controlling parties of the Group, IFRS 3 “Business combinations” does not apply to this
reorganisation and there is therefore no requirement to apply acquisition accounting. IAS 8 “Accounting Policies” requires that, where there is no
applicable IFRS standard or interpretation, management should consider the requirements and guidance in other international standards and
interpretations in order to develop a policy that is relevant to the decision-making needs of users and is reliable. Under both UK and US GAAP the
accepted approach to consolidation following a group reorganisation or other transaction under common control is to use predecessor accounting,
also known as pooling of interests or merger accounting. Following the principles of predecessor accounting, therefore, the consolidated financial
statements present the results of the Group as if the companies had always been combined.
Revenue recognition
Gross winnings revenue on sports betting represents the net receipt of bets placed and payouts made, within the consolidated entity for the financial
period. For the non-sports betting segment, gross winnings revenue equates to gross turnover.
Gross winnings revenues are considered to be financial instruments.
In line with IAS 39, betting transactions are shown net, within the revenue line of the income statement, i.e. stakes (or gross turnover) less payouts,
known as gross winnings revenue.
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In line with best practice, Unibet has removed any impact of customer bonuses from gross winnings revenue with the net cost of the free bet being
charged to marketing.
Segment reporting
A business segment is a group of assets and operations engaged in providing products or services that are subject to risks and returns that are different
from those of other business segments. A geographical segment is engaged in providing products or services within a particular economic environment
that are subject to risks and returns which are different from those of segments operating in other economic environments.
Leasing
Unibet’s leases are all operating leases. Rentals payable under operating leases are charged to income on a straight line basis over the term
of the relevant lease.
Foreign currencies
The Group operates in Malta and in a number of international territories. The presentation currency of the financial statements is GBP since that
is the currency in which the shares of the Company are denominated. GBP is also considered to be the functional currency of the Group.
Transactions in currencies other than GBP are initially recorded at the rates of exchange prevailing on the dates of transactions. Monetary assets
and liabilities denominated in such currencies are re-translated at the rates prevailing on the balance sheet date. Profits and losses arising on exchange
are included in the net profit or loss for the period.
The Group does not enter into forward contracts nor options to hedge its exposure to foreign exchange risks.
On consolidation, the assets and liabilities of the Group’s overseas operations are translated at exchange rates prevailing on the balance sheet date.
Income and expense items are translated at the average exchange rates for the period. Exchange differences arising on the translation of subsidiary
reserves are classified as equity and transferred to the Group’s translation reserve.
Retirement benefit costs and pensions
The Group does not operate any pension scheme for employees or directors. Where the Group makes contributions in relation to an employee’s defined
contribution pension scheme, the amount paid is charged to the income statement on an accruals basis.
Taxation
The tax expense represents the sum of the tax currently payable, and movements in the deferred tax provision.
The tax currently payable is based on taxable profit for the year. Taxable profit differs from net profit as reported in the income statement because
it excludes items of income or expense that are taxable or deductible in other years and it further excludes items that are never taxable or deductible.
The Group’s liability for current tax is calculated using tax rates that have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet date.
Deferred tax is the tax expected to be payable or recoverable on differences between the carrying amount of assets and liabilities in the financial
statements and the corresponding tax basis used in the computation of taxable profit, and is accounted for using the balance sheet liability method.
Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences and deferred tax assets are recognised to the extent that it is
probable that taxable profits will be available against which deductible temporary differences can be utilised. Such assets and liabilities are not
recognised if the temporary difference arises from the initial recognition (other than in a business combination) of other assets and liabilities in
a transaction that affects neither the tax profit nor the accounting profit.
Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for taxable temporary differences arising on investments in subsidiaries and associates and interests in joint
ventures, except where the Group is able to control the reversal of the temporary difference and it is probable that the temporary difference will not
reverse in the foreseeable future.
The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each balance sheet date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer probable that sufficient
taxable profit will be available to allow all or part of the asset to be recovered.
Deferred tax is calculated at the tax rates that are expected to apply in the period when the liability is settled or the asset realised. Deferred tax
is charged or credited in the income statement, except when it relates to items charged or credited directly to equity, in which case the deferred tax
is also dealt with in equity.
Goodwill
Goodwill arising on an acquisition of a subsidiary undertaking is the difference between the fair value of the consideration paid and the fair value
of the identifiable assets and liabilities acquired. Impairment tests on the carrying value of goodwill are undertaken every year.
Other intangible assets
Expenditure on research activities is recognised as an expense in the period in which it is incurred.
An internally-generated development intangible asset is recognised only if all of the following are met:
• An asset is created that can be identified (such as a database or software).
• It is probable that the asset created will generate future economic benefits.
• The development cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
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Where no internally generated intangible asset can be recognised, development expenditure is recognised as an expense in the period in which
it is incurred. Internally generated intangible assets are amortised on a straight line basis over three years.
Intangible assets identified as a result of a business combination are dealt with in line with IAS 38, and are brought on to the consolidated balance sheet
at the date of acquisition. Acquired intangibles include customer databases and trade names which are being amortised on a straight line basis over five
years, as the Directors believe this to be their useful economic life.
Property, plant and equipment
Fixtures and equipment are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any recognised impairment loss.
Depreciation is charged so as to write off the cost or valuation, less the estimated residual value, of the assets over their estimated useful lives,
using the straight line method, on the following bases:
Plant and office equipment
Fixtures and fittings

3 years
3-5 years

The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an asset is determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount
of the asset and is recognised in the income statement.
The residual values of assets and their useful lives are reviewed, and adjusted if appropriate, at each balance sheet date.
Trade receivables
Trade receivables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method, less any
provision for impairment that is required when there is objective evidence that the group will not be able to collect all amounts due according to the
original term of the receivables.
Trade payables
Trade payables are recognised initially at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method.
Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at fair value net of transaction costs incurred. Borrowings are classified as current liabilities unless the Group
has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least twelve months after the balance sheet date.
Share based employee remuneration
When share options are granted to employees, a charge is made to the income statement and a reserve created in capital and reserves to record the
fair value of the awards in accordance with IFRS 2. Assumptions are made regarding the number of options expected to vest over the period.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash in hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short-term highly liquid investments with original maturities
of three months or less and bank overdrafts.
Dividend distribution
Dividends are recognised as a liability in the period in which the dividends are approved by the company’s shareholders. Interim dividends are recognised
when paid.
Note 2 b. Critical accounting estimates and assumptions
Estimates and judgements are continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future events
that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances. The group makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future. The resulting
accounting estimates will, by definition, seldom equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a significant risk of causing
a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next financial year are discussed below.
Impairment of goodwill and other intangible assets
The Group tests annually whether goodwill and other intangible assets have suffered any impairment, in accordance with the accounting policy stated
above. The recoverable amount of cash-generating units has been determined based on value in use calculations which require the use of estimates.
Income taxes
The Group is subject to income taxes in numerous jurisdictions. Significant judgement is required in determining the worldwide provision
for income taxes. There are many transactions for which the ultimate tax determination is uncertain during the ordinary course of business.
Legal environment
The Group operates in a number of markets in which its operations may be subject to litigation risks, as highlighted on pages 24 and 25.
The Group routinely makes estimates concerning the potential outcome of such risks.
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Note 2 c. Financial risk management
Currency risk
The Group’s multi-national operations expose it to foreign currency exchange rate risk. The use of multi-currency credit cards provides a natural hedge
against these risks, as currency inflows and outflows are more evenly matched.
The Group primarily trades in Swedish Kronor, GBP Sterling, Danish Kroner, Euros, Norwegian Kroner, Swiss Francs and US Dollars.
Exposures to other currencies within the Group are not considered material.
Market risk
Market risk is the risk that Unibet will lose money on its business due to unfavourable outcomes on the events where the Group offers odds. The Group
has adopted specific risk management policies that control the maximum risk level for each sport or event on which the Group offers odds. The results
of the most popular teams in major football leagues comprise the predominant market risk. Through diversification, which is a key element of Unibet’s
business, the risk is spread across a large number of events and sports.
The heads of odds compilation and risk management are responsible for day-to-day monitoring of Unibet’s market risk. It is also their responsibility
to advise the odds compilers and risk managers on appropriate risk levels for certain events.
The security officer and the head of sports betting jointly assess risk levels for individual events as well as from a longer term perspective.
Independent staff make random evaluations of risk limits for the various regions.
Credit risk
All bets and stakes are made through account gambling, i.e. the gambler deposits money in an account, from which he then draws to place bets.
No customers are offered credit.
To achieve the desired risk profile, Unibet conducts trading with a small number of well-known companies. These companies have a certain level
of credit with Unibet and vice versa.
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Note 3 Business and geographical segments
For management purposes, the Group is currently organised into two operating divisions – sports betting and non-sports betting. These divisions are the
basis on which the Group reports its primary segment information. Secondary segment information is given in the form of the main geographical areas in
which the Group manages its business.
The principal activities are as follows:
Sports betting – Bets taken on sporting events
Non-sports betting – Bets taken on non-sporting events, primarily casino and poker
Segmental information about these businesses is presented below.
Primary reporting format – business segments
31 December 2006
GBP 000

Sports
betting

Non-sports
Unallocated
betting corporate costs

Revenue 				
Gross winnings revenue
25,871
48,928

Total

–

74,799

Profit from operations
25,871
48,928
–46,420
Group costs
– finance costs
– interest receivable
– share of associate’s profit after tax
– profit on disposal of associate
Profit before tax
Income tax credit
Profit after tax 				
Other information 				
Capital additions
4.310
–
Depreciation and amortisation
3,130
–
Balance sheet 				
Assets – segment assets
129,630
1,675
–
Liabilities – segment liabilities
–36,709
–1,675
–

28,379
–1,066
748
–
479
28,540
9,361
37,901

31 December 2005
GBP 000

Sports
betting

3,130
131,305
–38,384

Non-sports
betting

Unallocated
corporate costs

Total

Revenue 				
Gross winnings revenue
17,422
26,093

–

43,515

Profit from operations
17,422
26,093
–23,615
Group costs
– finance costs
– interest receivable
– share of associate’s profit after tax
Profit before tax
Income tax expense
Profit after tax 				
Other information 				
Capital additions
2,080
–
Depreciation and amortisation
1,720
–
Balance sheet 				
Assets – segment assets
110,229
2,895
Liabilities – segment liabilities
–49,608
–2,895

19,900
–610
767
53
20,110
–6,391
13,719
2,080
1,720
113,124
–52,503

Other than where amounts are specifically identified with the Sports Betting and Non-Sports Betting segments above, the expenses, assets and
liabilities relate jointly to both segments, which are operated through common business platforms. Any allocation of these items would be arbitrary.
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Secondary format – geographical segments
GBP 000

31 December
2006

Gross winnings revenue by geographical market 				
Sweden
29,676
Rest of Nordic
15,605
Southern Europe
19,194
Other
10,324
				
74,799
Carrying amount of segment assets 				
Sweden
3,090
Other
88,229
Cash
39,986
				
131,305
Capital expenditure 		
Sweden
490
Other
3,820
				
4,310

31 December
2005
21,858
10,208
6,831
4,618
43,515
660
86,427
26,037
113,124
128
491
619

All the above amounts relate to continuing operations.

Note 4 Expenses by nature
GBP 000
Group audit fees
Operating lease rentals
Depreciation of property, plant and equipment
Amortisation of intangibles
Staff costs
Reorganisation costs
Research and development expenditure
Other
Total administrative expenses

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

245
466
884
2,246
9,801
587
1,703
5,902
21,834

180
389
601
1,119
5,921
–
515
4,105
12,830

Total administrative expenses include GBP 548,000 (2005: 124,000) paid to PwC for non-audit services, mainly relating to the Group reorganisation.
In addition a further amount of GBP 641,000 was also paid to PwC in relation to the issue of shares.
Note 5 Staff costs
The work of all employees relates principally to sports betting.

Average number of employees
Finance, administration and management
Marketing and customer service
Gaming
Research and development
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31 December
2006

31 December
2005

36
94
50
31
211

27
54
39
19
139
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Staff costs can be broken down as follows:

GBP 000
Wages and salaries
Social security costs
Other pension costs
				

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

8,681
1,067
53
9,801

5,257
633
31
5,921

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

–
–1,063
–3
–
–1,066

–105
–
–
–505
–610

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

550
198
748

767
–
767

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

–1,423
–1,423

–1,147
–1,147

10,784
10,784
9,361

–5,244
–5,244
–6,391

The remuneration of the directors and executive management is disclosed on page 29.
Note 6 Finance costs
GBP 000
Interest on loan notes
Interest on bank loans
Other interest payable
Foreign exchange loss on transactions
				
Note 7 Interest receivable and similar items 			
GBP 000
Interest on bank deposits
Foreign exchange gains on transactions
				
Note 8 Income tax credit/expense
GBP 000

Note

Current tax:
Income tax expense
				
Deferred tax:
18
Deferred tax credit/expense
				
Total tax credit/expense 			
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Income tax in Malta is calculated at a basic rate of 35 per cent (2005: UK corporation tax rate applicable of 30 per cent) of the estimated assessable
profit for the year. Taxation for other jurisdictions is calculated at the rates prevailing in the respective jurisdictions. The tax credit/expense for the year
can be reconciled to the profit per the income statement as follows:
GBP 000
Profit before tax
Taxation at the basic income tax rate of 35% (2005: 30%)
Effects of:
Non-utilisation of tax losses
Double-taxation relief
Tax refund
Overseas tax rates
Share option relief reduction
Non-utilisation of share option deduction
Items of income/expenditure not taxable/deductible
Other
Reversal of prior years’ deferred tax provision
Tax credit/expense			

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

28,540
–9,989

20,110
–6,033

–153
440
7,357
–13
46
382
958
107
10,226
9,361

–436
–
–
–2
18
340
–185
–93
–
–6,391

The Maltese basic income tax rate has been applied to the profit before tax for the current year as a result of the Company becoming the new parent
company of the Group following the implementation of the UK court-sanctioned “Scheme of Arrangement” process.
The tax refund of GBP 7,357,000 represents Malta tax recoverable by the Company in accordance with applicable fiscal legislation on intra-group
dividends distributed during the year.
Note 9 Dividends 			
GBP 000
Dividend paid GBP 0.167 per share (2005: GBP 0.166 per share)

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

4,708

4,169

In addition, the Board of Directors is proposing a final dividend in respect of the financial year ending 31 December 2006 of SEK 5.50 per ordinary
share/SDR, which will absorb an estimated GBP 11.6 million of Shareholders’ funds. It will be paid on 4 May 2007 to shareholders who are on the VPC
register on 30 April 2007.
Note 10 Earnings per share
The calculation of the basic and diluted earnings per share is based on the following data:
GBP 000

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

Earnings 			
Earnings for the purposes of basic earnings per share (net profit for the year)
Earnings for the purposes of diluted earnings per share 			
Number of shares 			
Weighted average number of ordinary shares for the purposes of basic earnings per share
Effect of dilutive potential ordinary shares: Share options
Weighted average number of ordinary shares for the purposes of diluted earnings per share

37,901
37,901

13,719
13,719

28,197,870
38,518
28,236,388

26,223,857
416,211
26,640,068

Earnings per share GBP			
Basic earnings per share
Fully diluted earnings per share

1.344
1.342

0.523
0.515

The nominal value per share is GBP 0.005. Since the Scheme of Arrangement, which became effective on 1 November 2006, sanctioned the exchange
of 1 ordinary share in the Company for every 1 ordinary share in UGP Limited (formerly Unibet Group plc) and outstanding share options were also
exchanged on a one-for-one basis, there was no impact on the calculation of either the basic earnings per share or fully diluted earnings per share.
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Note 11 Intangible assets

GBP 000

Note

Goodwill

Development
costs

Other intangible assets
Customer
database
Other

Cost 				
At 1 January 2005
–
2,163
–
–
Acquisitions – through business combinations
21
72,711
–
4, 825
850
Additions – internally generated
–
1,461
–
–
At 31 December 2005
72,711
3,624
4,825
850
Additions – internally generated
–
2,829
–
–
At 31 December 2006
72,711
6,453
4,825
850
Amortisation 					
At 1 January 2005
–
1,146
–
–
Charge for the year
–
702
354
63
At 31 December 2005
–
1,848
354
63
Charge for the year
–
1,111
965
170
At 31 December 2006
–
2,959
1,319
233
Net book value 					
At 31 December 2006
72,711
3,494
3,506
617
At 31 December 2005
72,711
1,776
4,471
787

Total
2,163
5,675
1,461
9,299
2,829
12,128
1,146
1,119
2,265
2,246
4,511
7,617
7,034

The amortisation period for development costs is three years, and for all other intangible assets it is five years, based on the Directors’ assessment
of the useful economic life. All amortisation charges have been charged to administrative expenses.
Goodwill
Following the acquisition of the MrBookmaker Group in 2005, the activities of the acquired group were integrated into the existing business of Unibet
and the combined businesses are now managed on a unified basis. Management considers the business to be one cash-generating unit, as the originally
purchased MrBookmaker business is no longer separately identifiable.
During the year, therefore, the goodwill was tested for impairment on a value-in-use basis, based on the Gross winnings revenue forecasts of the Group.
These calculations used pre-tax cash flow projections based on the 2006 trading performance of Unibet extrapolated forward using growth-rates
consistent with the forecasts included in industry reports. The projections do not take account of any growth after the first five years.
The key assumptions used for the value-in-use calculations were as follows:
Operating margin
Growth rate
Discount rate

37.9%
20%
9%

No impairment of goodwill was required to be recognised as a result of the impairment tests performed during the year.
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Note 12 Property, plant and equipment
Fixtures and
fittings

Plant and office
equipment

Total

Cost
At 1 January 2005
Additions
Acquisitions – through business combinations
21
Disposals
Foreign exchange translation difference
At 31 December 2005		

801
41
13
–4
–
851

2,279
578
89
–268
30
2,708

3,080
619
102
–272
30
3,559

Additions
Foreign exchange translation difference
At 31 December 2006		

70
–
921

4,240
7
6,955

4,310
7
7,876

Depreciation
At 1 January 2005
Charge for the year
Foreign exchange translation difference
Disposals
At 31 December 2005		

270
163
–
–1
432

1,646
438
21
–246
1,859

1,916
601
21
–247
2,291

Charge for the year
Foreign exchange translation difference
At 31 December 2006		

48
–
480

836
6
2,701

884
6
3,181

Net book value
At 31 December 2006		
At 31 December 2005

441
419

4,254
849

4,695
1,268

GBP 000
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Note 13 Subsidiaries and associated companies
Details of the company’s principal subsidiaries and associated companies at 31 December 2006 are as follows:
Place of
incorporation

Proportion of
ownership and
voting power %

Name of subsidiary 		
Global Leisure Partners Limited
Unibet (Holding) Limited
Unibet (International) Limited
Unibet (Tenue) Limited
MrBookmaker.com Limited
UGP Limited
Unibet (London) Limited
Unibet Investments Limited
Firstclear Limited
North Development AB
E-Gaming United Limited
Unibet Gaming CR SA
Unibet (Antigua) Limited

Malta
Malta
Malta
Malta
Malta
Great Britain
Great Britain
Great Britain
Great Britain
Sweden
Belize
Costa Rica
Antigua

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

Name of associated companies 		
Monnet Enterprises Limited

Gibraltar

25

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

–
–
145
62
–138
69
170
–170
–
–
–

305
108
597
152
–527
635
5,184
–5,108
76
–23
53

In relation to the Group’s interests in associates, the assets, liabilities, income and expenses are shown below:
GBP 000
Loan to associate
Goodwill
Current assets
Non-current assets
Current liabilities
Carrying value at 31 December			
Income
Expenses
				
Taxation
Share of associate’s profit after tax 			
During 2006, Unibet disposed of its interest in B2B Poker (Sweden) AB.
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The movements in the Group’s interests in associates are shown below:
GBP 000

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

635
–566
–
–
69

575
–
7
53
635

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

4,209
840
5,049

1,893
1,170
3,063

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

1,805
9,435
537
820
5,455
18,052

2,131
8,568
112
1,954
2,820
15,585

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

10,196
10,196

–
–

7,416
–
7,416
17,612

–
22,250
22,250
22,250

Carrying value at 1 January
Disposals
Currency translation adjustment
Share of associate’s profit after tax
Carrying value at 31 December			
Note 14 Financial instruments
The carrying value of the Group’s financial assets and financial liabilities approximated to their fair values at the year end.
Note 15 Trade and other receivables
GBP 000
Due within one year: 			
Other debtors
Prepayments and accrued income
				
Note 16 Trade and other payables
GBP 000
Due within one year:
Trade creditors
Customer balances
Other taxation and social security
Other creditors
Accruals and deferred income
				
Note 17 Borrowings
GBP 000
Non-current
Bank borrowings
				
Current
Bank borrowings
Loan notes
				
Total borrowings			
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Note 17 continued
Bank borrowings
Bank borrowings are repayable in quarterly instalments with the following maturity:

GBP 000
Due in one year
Due in two years
Due in two to five years
				

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

7,416
7,416
2,780
17,612

–
–
–
–

Borrowings, which are all denominated in GBP, bear interest rates between 1 and 2.5 per cent above LIBOR and are secured by a floating charge
over the assets of the Unibet Group.
At 31 December 2006, Unibet had term loan facilities of GBP 22.25 million and a revolving credit facility of GBP 7.75 million, which are repayable
by instalments within three years. GBP 22.25 million was drawn down during the year and repayments of GBP 4.6 million were made.
Note 18 Deferred tax 		
The following are the deferred tax liabilities and assets recognised by the Group and movements thereon during the current and prior reporting period:
Deferred tax liability 		
Tangible
Unrealised
Capitalised Unremitted
fixed
exchange
GBP 000
Note
expenditure
earnings
assets
loss
At 1 January 2005
Acquired intangible assets
21
Charge/credit to income for the year
At 31 December 2005		
Credit/charge to income for the year
At 31 December 2006		

285
–
92
377
–377
–

3,886
–
5,537
9,423
–8,373
1,050

9
–
21
30
–121
–91

–4
–
10
6
15
21

Tax
losses

Intangible
assets

Other

Total

–236
–
–400
–636
–382
–1,018

–
1,703
–
1,703
–1,476
227

16
–
–16
–
–70
–70

3,956
1,703
5,244
10,903
–10,784
119

Certain deferred tax assets and liabilities have been offset. The following is the analysis of the deferred tax balances (after offset) for financial
reporting purposes:
GBP 000
Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred tax assets
Net position 			

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

1,297
–1,178
119

11,539
–636
10,903

At 31 December 2006 the Group had unused trading tax losses of GBP 3,507,000 (2005: GBP 2,125,000), and other unused tax losses of
GBP 589,000 (2005: GBP 71,000) available for offset against future profits. A deferred tax asset has been recognised in respect of GBP 3,392,000
(2005: 2,125,000) of the trading losses. No deferred tax asset has been recognised in respect of the remaining losses due to insufficient evidence
of their reversal in future periods. The losses for which deferred tax assets have been recognised may be carried forward indefinitely and are expected
to be recovered against future profits.
In addition, the aggregate amount of other deductible temporary differences at 31 December 2006 for which deferred tax assets have been
recognised are GBP 335,000 (2005: nil). A deferred tax asset has not been recognised in respect of unexercised share options for GBP 198,000
(2005: GBP 341,000) and other deductible temporary differences for GBP 133,000 (2005: GBP 49,000).
Note 19 Share based payments
The Unibet Group plc Executive Share Option Scheme was first introduced in December 2000 and revised in May 2004. Under the scheme,
the Board can grant options over shares in the company to employees of the company. Options are granted with a fixed exercise price equal to
110 per cent of the average closing share price in the 5 days prior to the date of grant. Awards under the scheme are generally made to employees
at a senior level. Options granted under the scheme during 2006 will become exercisable on 1 November 2009. Exercise of an option is subject to
continued employment. Options were valued using the Black-Scholes option-pricing model. Certain performance conditions are attached to share
options. These are explained on page 28 in the Remuneration Committee report. The fair value per option granted and the assumptions used in the
calculation are as follows:
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Note 19 continued

Grant date

25 May
2005

28 September
2005

23 February
2006

23 May
2006

19 September
2006

Average share price prior to grant date GBP
Exercise price GBP
Number of employees
Shares under option
Vesting period (years)
Expected volatility %
Option life (years)
Expected life (years)
Risk free rate %
Expected dividends expressed as a dividend yield %
Fair value per option GBP

11.65
12.82
1
84,480
3.48
35
3.48
3.48
2.50
2.50
2.36

12.42
13.66
12
69,175
3.13
35
3.13
3.13
2.25
2.50
2.53

13.36
14.70
2
21,778
3.73
35
3.73
3.73
3.07
2.50
2.87

12.48
13.73
2
17,248
3.48
35
3.48
3.48
3.39
2.50
2.50

11.04
12.16
26
200,093
3.16
35
3.16
3.16
3.47
2.50
2.28

The expected volatility is based on implicit volatilities of traded options in technology-related companies. The expected life is the average expected period
to exercise.
The risk free rates of return applied to the respective 2006 grants are the approximate implicit risk free interest rates for the options’ term to maturity,
based on the yield to maturity of the bonds SO-1040, SO-1043 and SO-1048. The options subsisting at 31 December 2004 are considered immaterial
in relation to the total IFRS 2 charge. A reconciliation of option movements over the year to 31 December 2006 is shown below:
2006
Weighted
average
exercise price
GBP

Number

2005
Weighted
average
exercise price
GBP

269,655
7.96
–116,000
1.01
–		
239,119
12.50
392,774
12.78

189,975
–160,975
116,000
153,655
269,655

4.03
4.03
1.01
13.20
7.96

Number
Outstanding at 1 January
Exercised
Restated for 4:1 share split in 2005
Granted
Outstanding at 31 December

2006
Weighted average remaining life
Exercise 				
price
Number of		
GBP
Shares
Expected
Contractual
–
12.82
13.66
14.70
13.73
12.16

–
84,480
69,175
21,778
17,248
200,093

–
1.9
1.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

–
1.9
1.9
2.9
2.9
2.9

2005
Weighted average remaining life
Exercise
price
GBP

Number of
Shares

Expected

Contractual

1.01
12.82
13.66
–
–
–

116,000
84,480
69,175
–
–
–

0.4
2.9
2.9
–
–
–

0.4
2.9
2.9
–
–
–

The weighted average share price during the period for options exercised over the year was GBP 1.01 (2005: GBP 1.01 after share split). The total
charge for the year relating to employee share based payment plans was GBP 175,000 (2005: GBP 59,000), all of which related to equity-settled share
based payment transactions.
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Note 20 Share capital
a) Movements in Share capital
GBP
Authorised:
200,000,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 each (2005: 50,000,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.02 each)
1 June 2005: four for one share split resulting in 200,000,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 each
At 31 December
Issued and fully paid up:
At 1 January 2005 – 6,270,298 ordinary shares of GBP 0.02 each
2 May 2005: issue of 160,975 ordinary shares of GBP 0.02 each (consideration: GBP 648,580)
1 June 2005: four for one share split resulting in 25,725,092 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005
12 September 2005: issue of 2,400,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 (asset consideration: GBP 31,454,784)
At 1 January 2006 – 28,125,092 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 each
15 May 2006: issue of 116,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 each (consideration: GBP 116,580)
1 November 2006: execution of Scheme of Arrangement under which all existing shareholdings
in UGP Limited, the former holding company of the Unibet Group, were exchanged for shares
in Unibet Group plc on the basis of a one-for-one exchange
At 31 December 			

2006

2005

1,000,000
–
1,000,000

1,000,000
–
1,000,000
125,406
3,220
–
12,000

140,626
580

–
141,206

140,626

The above table shows the development of Unibet shares on a continuous basis, including movements before the execution of the Scheme of
Arrangement in November 2006, in order to demonstrate the development of Unibet shares over the whole period.
b) Movements in Share premium
GBP 000
At 1 January 2005
2 May 2005: issue of 160,975 ordinary shares of GBP 0.02 each (consideration: GBP 648,580)
12 September 2005: issue of 2,400,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 (asset consideration: GBP 31,454,784)
At 31 December 2005
15 May 2006: issue of 116,000 ordinary shares of GBP 0.005 each (consideration: GBP 116,580)
1 November 2006: execution of Scheme of Arrangement under which all existing shareholdings
in UGP Limited, the former holding company of the Unibet Group, were exchanged for shares
in Unibet Group plc on the basis of a one-for-one exchange:
a. Elimination of share premium in UGP Limited (former holding company)
b. Share premium arising on issue of shares by Unibet Group plc (new holding company)
c. Offset of share issue costs against share premium
11 December 2006: EGM resolutions
a. Offset of losses arising in the parent company’s separate accounts on reorganisation against share premium
b. Transfer to Loss offset reserve (see below)
At 31 December 2006				

6,632
645
31,443
38,720
116

–38,836
180,072
–1,200
–96,814
–8,220
73,838

The following reserves were created as a result of the group reorganisation:
Loss offset reserve: this reserve of GBP 8.2 (2005: Nil) million was created at the EGM held on 11 December 2006 in accordance with the provisions
of the Maltese Companies Act 1995, which permit the transfer of up to 10% of the total of share capital and share premium to a separate reserve.
This reserve is recognised in both the consolidated financial statements and in the separate financial statements of the parent company. It is not
distributable to shareholders, but is available to offset future losses that may be incurred in the separate financial statements of the parent company.
Reorganisation reserve: this reserve of GBP –42.9 million arises in the consolidated financial statements, as a result of the application of the principles
of predecessor accounting to the Scheme of Arrangement, as described in note 2. The reorganisation reserve represents the differences between the
share capital and non-distributable reserves of Unibet Group plc and the share capital and non-distributable reserves of the former parent company,
UGP Limited. This reserve does not arise in the separate financial statements of the parent company and therefore has no impact on distributable reserves.
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Note 21 Acquisitions
No acquisitions were made in 2006.
Acquisition of Global Leisure Partners Limited
On 19 August 2005, Unibet acquired 100 per cent of the voting share capital of Global Leisure Partners Limited and its subsidiaries (“GLP”) for a total
consideration of GBP 79,031,000. From the date of acquisition to 31 December 2005, the acquisition contributed GBP 6,263,000 to Gross winnings
revenue and GBP 2,335,000 to profit before tax. GLP contributed GBP 1,047,000 to the group’s net operating cash flows, paid GBP 2,000 in respect
of interest, GBP nil in respect of taxation and utilised GBP 17,000 for capital expenditure.
All intangible assets were recognised at their respective fair values. The residual excess over the net assets acquired is recognised as goodwill in the
financial statements.

GBP 000

Carrying
values
pre-acquisition

Intangible fixed assets
–
Property, plant and equipment
102
Receivables
3,508
Payables
–5,625
Taxation
Current
–224
Deferred
–
Cash and cash equivalents
4,587
Net assets acquired
Goodwill
Consideration 				
Consideration satisfied by: 				
Shares issued
Loan notes
Cash (including costs)
					

Fair value
5,675
102
3,508
–5,625
–224
–1,703
4,587
6,320
72,711
79,031

31,455
22,250
25,326
79,031

Shares issued were valued at the market price at the date of acquisition, which was SEK 180 per share. Goodwill represents the value of the synergistic
effects of the combined business together with the instant access to significant new markets.
The outflow of cash and cash equivalents on the acquisition of GLP is calculated as follows:
GBP 000
Cash consideration
Cash acquired
					

25,326
–4,587
20,739

The intangible assets acquired as part of the acquisition of GLP can be analysed as follows:
GBP 000
Customer contracts and lists
Brand name
Licensing and royalty agreements
Computer software
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500
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The result of the Group’s operations for 2005 as if the above acquisition had been made at the beginning of the year, is as follows:
GBP 000
Gross winnings revenue
Profit before tax

51,181
23,186

The acquired business earned gross winnings revenue of GBP 8,137,000 from the beginning of 2005 to the acquisition date. From the date of acquisition
to 31 December 2005, the acquisition contributed GBP 6,263,000 to gross winnings revenue.
Note 22 Capital and other commitments
The Group has not entered into any contracted fixed asset expenditure as at 31 December 2006.
Unibet has committed to pay EUR 8 million per annum in sponsorship for four years from 2007 to 2010 in respect of the unibet.com cycling team.
Note 23 Operating lease commitments
The Group leases various offices under non-cancellable operating lease agreements. The leases have varying terms, including provision for rent reviews
and for early termination.
The future aggregate minimum lease payments under non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
GBP 000
No later than 1 year
Later than 1 year and no later than 5 years

31 December
2006

31 December
2005

482
551
1,033

493
1,033
1,526

Operating lease payments represent rent paid by the Group on properties in Malta and other territories.
Note 24 Related party transactions
For details of Directors’ Remuneration please refer to the Remuneration Committee report on pages 28 and 29.
At 31 December 2006 a loan made to Mr Petter Nylander by a Group company of GBP 215,413 remained outstanding with interest accruing annually
at 5%. The loan is repayable in November 2008.
Note 25 Contingent liabilities
Currently the Group has not provided for potential or actual claims arising from the promotion of gaming activities in certain jurisdictions. Based on
current legal advice the Directors do not anticipate that the outcome of proceedings and potential claims, if any, set out above will have a material adverse
effect upon the Group’s financial position. Further details can be found in the General Legal Environment on pages 24 and 25.
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Definitions
Adjusted EBITDA
Profit from operations before depreciation and amortisation charges,
adjusted to exclude charges related to the reorganisation of the legal
structure of the Unibet Group during 2006.
Average number of employees
Average number of employees based on headcounts at the month end.
Dividend per Share
Dividends paid divided by the fully diluted weighted average number
of Ordinary Shares for the period.
Earnings per Share, fully diluted
Profit after tax adjusted for any effects of dilutive potential Ordinary
Shares divided by the fully diluted weighted average number of Ordinary
Shares for the period.

Number of registered customers
Number of registered customers means the total number of customers
on Unibet’s customer base.
Operating margin
Profit from operations as a percentage of gross winnings revenue.
Profit margin
Profit after tax as a percentage of gross winnings revenue.
Return on total assets
Profit after tax as a percentage of average total assets.
Return on total capital
Profit after tax as a percentage of Total capital.

EBIT
Earnings before interest and taxation, equates to Profit from operations.

Salary and remuneration excluding social security costs
All salaries and other forms of remuneration payable to employees
and company officers excluding any related social security costs.

EBIT margin
EBIT as a percentage of gross winnings revenue.

Total capital
Total capital is equal to total assets or balance sheet total.

EBITDA
Profit from operations before depreciation and amortisation charges.

Weighted average number of Shares
Calculated as the weighted average number of Ordinary Shares
outstanding during the year.

Equity/assets ratio
Shareholders’ equity as a percentage of total assets.
Equity per Share
Total assets less total liabilities, divided by the number of Ordinary Shares
at the balance sheet date.

Weighted average number of Shares, fully diluted
Calculated as the weighted average number of Ordinary Shares
outstanding and potentially outstanding (i.e. including the effects of
exercising all share options and converting all convertible loan notes)
during the year.

Gross profit
Gross winnings revenue less betting duty.
Gross turnover
Amounts receivable in respect of bets placed on sporting events, together
with other income from non-sports betting.
Gross winnings revenue
For sports betting, represents Gross turnover less payouts; for non-sports
betting, equates to Gross turnover.
Number of active customers
Number of active customers is defined as total registered customers who
have placed a bet with Unibet during the last three months.
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Independent auditors’ report to the
members of Unibet Group plc
To the Members of Unibet Group plc.
We have audited the group financial statements of Unibet Group plc
on pages 35 to 55 which comprise the consolidated balance sheet
as at 31 December 2006 and consolidated income statement, statement
of changes in equity and cash flow statement for the year then ended,
the related notes and the information in the Remuneration Committee
Report that is described as audited.
We have reported separately on the parent company financial statements
of Unibet Group plc for the year ended 31 December 2006.
Directors’ Responsibility for the Group Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation
of these group financial statements in accordance with International
Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by the European Union and
the requirements of the Maltese Companies Act 1995. As described in
the statement of directors’ responsibilities on page 27, this responsibility
includes designing, implementing and maintaining internal control relevant
to the preparation and fair presentation of group financial statements that
are free of material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error; selecting
and applying appropriate accounting policies; and making accounting
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances.
Auditors’ Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these group financial
statements based on our audit. We conducted our audit in accordance
with International Standards on Auditing. Those Standards require that we
comply with ethical requirements and plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance whether the group financial statements are free of
material misstatement.
An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about
the amounts and disclosures in the group financial statements. The
procedures selected depend on the auditors’ judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the group financial
statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments,
the auditors consider internal control relevant to the entity’s preparation
and fair presentation of the group financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the
purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s
internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates
made by the directors, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the
group financial statements.

Other Matters
This report, including the opinion, has been prepared for and only for
the company’s members as a body in accordance with Section 179 of
the Maltese Companies Act 1995 and for no other purpose. We do not,
in giving this opinion, accept or assume responsibility for any other purpose
or to any other person to whom this report is shown or into whose hands
it may come save where expressly agreed by our prior consent in writing.
The maintenance and integrity of the Unibet Group plc website is the
responsibility of the directors: the work carried out by the auditors does not
involve consideration of these matters and, accordingly, the auditors accept
no responsibility for any changes that may have occurred to the group
financial statements since they were initially presented on the website.
We read other information contained in the Annual Report and consider
whether it is consistent with the audited group financial statements. The
other information comprises only the Directors’ Report, the CEO’s Statement,
the Remuneration Committee Report, the Business Performance Review and
the Corporate Governance Statement. We consider the implication for our
report if we become aware of any apparent misstatements or material
inconsistencies with the group financial statements. Our responsibilities
do not extend to any other information.
Legislation in Malta governing the preparation and dissemination of
financial statements may differ from legislation in other jurisdictions.

PricewaterhouseCoopers
167 Merchants Street
Valletta
Malta
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants
1 Embankment Place
London
WC2N 6RH
United Kingdom
21 March 2007

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the group financial statements give a true and fair view
of the financial position of the group as at 31 December 2006, and of
its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards as adopted
by the European Union and have been properly prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the Maltese Companies Act 1995.
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Options
The Company operates two Option Schemes, the Unibet Group plc
Unapproved Executive Share Option Scheme (the “Unapproved Scheme”)
and the Unibet Group plc Approved Executive Share Option Scheme (the
“Approved Scheme”) under which employees may acquire Ordinary Shares
or SDRs. The difference between the Schemes is that the Unapproved
Scheme does not comply with the relevant United Kingdom tax legislation
while options granted under the Approved Scheme attract UK tax benefits.
The main differences between the Approved Scheme and Unapproved
Scheme are as follows. A participant may not hold Inland Revenue
approved options over more than GBP 30,000 worth of Ordinary Shares
(valued at date of grant). Alterations to key features of the Approved
Scheme are subject to the prior approval of the Inland Revenue. The
Directors can make, without shareholder approval, amendments to the
Approved Scheme to obtain or maintain Inland Revenue approval. The
principal terms of the Unapproved Scheme and Approved Scheme are
set out below.
The share option schemes described in this section were established when
the holding company of the Unibet Group was a company incorporated in
the UK. Following the Scheme of Arrangement during 2006 which
inserted a new Maltese company as the holding company for the Unibet
Group, all employees holding share options were offered the opportunity
to exchange those options for equivalent options to acquire Shares of
Unibet Group plc on substantially the same terms. The Board of Directors
will present proposals concerning share option schemes for the new
holding company at the Annual General Meeting on 25 April 2007.
The Unapproved Scheme
Responsibility for operation
The Unapproved Scheme is operated by the Directors or, in respect of
executive directors of the Company, by the Remuneration Committee
appointed by the Board, which consists mainly of non-executive directors
of the Company.
Eligibility
Employees and executive directors of the Company and any subsidiary
companies are eligible to participate in the Unapproved Scheme. Nonexecutive directors of these companies are not eligible to participate.
Grant of options
Options may be granted at the discretion of the Directors, or the
Remuneration Committee in the case of executive directors of the
Company, to selected employees, normally within 42 days of the
announcement of the results for the second quarter. Options are not
pensionable or transferable.
Option price
The option price must not be less than the market value of the Ordinary
Shares or SDRs. For this purpose, market value means the weighted
average of the market quotations on the 5 trading days immediately prior
to the date of grant.
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Individual limits
The Board of Directors will decide the maximum number of Ordinary
Shares or SDRs, which may be granted under option to individual
participants. At any given time, the number of Ordinary Shares or
SDRs under subsisting options will not exceed the following:
• In the case of subsisting options held by the chief executive
officer of the Company, 2.75 per cent of the ordinary share capital
of the Company.
• In the case of subsisting options held by the executive management
(including the chief executive officer) of the Company and other
participating companies, 3.75 per cent of the ordinary share capital
of the Company.
• In the case of subsisting options held by the executive management
(including the chief executive officer) of the Company and other
participating companies, and all other employees, 5 per cent of
the ordinary share capital of the Company.
Scheme limit
At any time, not more than 5 per cent of the issued ordinary share capital
of the Company may be issued or be issuable under the Unapproved
Scheme and all other employees’ share schemes operated by the Company.
This limit does not include options which have lapsed or been surrendered.
Exercise of options
Options will normally be exercisable in accordance with a vesting schedule
set at the date of grant and will expire not later than the fifth anniversary of
the date of grant. It is intended to grant options on the basis that they will
become exercisable on the third anniversary of grant, for a period of one
year, and expire on the fourth anniversary of grant. Exercise of options may
only take place within prescribed exercise windows during the one year
exercise period. The rules of the Unapproved Scheme allow the Directors
to grant options on the basis that they will only be exercisable to the extent
that certain performance conditions have been satisfied. Options may,
however, be exercised early in certain circumstances. These include, for
example, an employee leaving because of ill health, retirement, redundancy
or death. On cessation of employment for other reasons, options will
normally lapse.
Change of control, merger or other re-organisations
Options may generally be exercised early on a takeover, scheme of
arrangement, merger or other corporate re-organisation. Alternatively,
participants may be allowed or, in certain cases, required to exchange their
options for options over shares in the acquiring company. No options were
exercised in 2006 under these provisions following the Scheme of
Arrangement.
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Issue of shares
Any Ordinary Shares issued on the exercise of options will rank equally
with shares of the same class in issue on the date of allotment except in
respect of rights arising by reference to a prior record date.
Variation in share capital
If there is a consolidation or reduction in the share capital of the Company,
options may be adjusted as the Directors consider appropriate in order to
ensure that the number of Ordinary Shares or SDRs comprised in an
option and the option price equal the same proportion of the share capital as
against the same option price as was the case before the variation took
place.
The Unapproved Scheme
Option
Number of
programme
options
7
8
10
12
14
15
Total

84,480
45,360
19,533
7,597
7,248
172,576
336,794

Exercise period

Exercise price
per option GBP

1-15 Nov 2008
1-15 Nov 2008
1-15 Nov 2009
1-15 Nov 2009
1-15 Nov 2009
1-15 Nov 2009

12.82
13.66
14.70
13.73
13.73
12.16

Approved Scheme
The Approved Scheme is substantially the same as the Unapproved
Scheme, except that it has been drafted to comply with the relevant United
Kingdom tax legislation so that options granted under it will attract UK tax
benefits. Options may be granted in respect of Ordinary Shares only.
The Approved Scheme
Option
Number of
programme
options
9
11
13
16
Total

23,815
2,245
2,403
27,517
55,980

Exercise period

Exercise price
per option GBP

1-15 Nov 2008
1-15 Nov 2009
1-15 Nov 2009
1-15 Nov 2009

13.66
14.70
13.73
12.16

Exercise of options
On 15 May 2006, under the rules of Unibet’s option programmes 2 and 6
for senior executives, 116,000 share options were exercised.
Dilution effects
Provided option programmes 7-16 are fully exercised, the share capital
of the Company will increase by a total maximum of GBP 1,963.87 by the
issue of a total maximum of 392,774 Ordinary Shares, corresponding
to 1.39 per cent of the capital and votes in the Company.
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Board of directors
board
Directors AND CEO
Anders Ström

Daniel Johannesson

Henrik Tjärnström

Chairman
Swedish citizen. Born 1970.
Board member since incorporation.
Executive Chairman. Mr Ström was
the original founder of the Company
in 1997. He started his career as a
teacher in 1989 and went on to study
Mathematics, Statistics and Economics
between 1991 and 1993. After a
period as a journalist, Mr Ström then
founded Trav- och Sporttjänst in
1993. By 1997, the company had
revenues of GBP 1 million with good
profitability. Trav- och Sporttjänst was
sold in order to found Unibet.

Board member
Swedish citizen. Born in 1943.
BSc (Econ.) Board member since
2005. Göteborg School of Economics.
ISMP, Harvard Business School. His
other positions include chairman of
Millicom International Cellular SA,
Luxembourg and member of the
Board of Directors of Tele2 AB,
Stockholm.

Board member
Swedish citizen. Born 1970.
Board member since 2003.
MSc in Industrial Engineering and
Management from the Institute of
Technology, Linköping University,
Sweden. Senior Financial Manager at
Skanska Infrastructure Development
AB. Other board appointments:
Orkdalsvegen AS.

Holding: 3,000 Unibet SDRs.

Holding: 10,400 Unibet SDRs.

Holding: 3,403,356 Unibet SDRs.

Peter Boggs
Board member
US citizen. Born 1948.
Board member since 2002. BA in
American Studies from Washington
College, Maryland USA. Previous
engagements include: 1975-1981:
President & COO of NDMS Inc.
a US political lobbying & fundraising
company; 1981-1985: Managing
Director of Brown Direct, Division
of Earle Palmer Brown Inc. a US
advertising agency; 1985-1991:
Director of Ogilvy & Mather Direct
Plc, London; 1991-2002: President
& COO of Grey Direct Worldwide,
a division of Grey Worldwide Inc.
New York.

Peter Lindell
Board member
Swedish citizen. Born 1954.
Board member since 2003.
MSc in Industrial Engineering and
Management from the Institute of
Technology, Linköping University,
Sweden. Senior partner at ITP
Investment Group. Other significant
board assignments: Dataeffektiv i
Sverige AB; I Teknisk Partner Invest
AB; Accelerator i Linköping AB;
Room 328 AB; Svenska allt för
föräldrar AB. Previous engagements
include: Djurgården Fotboll AB; Media
Workflow Management AB;
Colorcraft AB; Springtime AB; Upsize
Rental AB; Swedish Private Equity &
Venture Capital Association.
Holding: 1,675,664 Unibet SDRs
(directly, through associates and
through companies).

Petter Nylander

Auditors of the company
PricewaterhouseCoopers, Malta
and PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP,
London
With audit partners
Mr. Joseph Camilleri from the
PricewaterhouseCoopers Malta
office and Mr. David Snell, from the
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
London office.
The above-mentioned holdings
include personal holdings, family
holdings and holdings through
companies in which they have an
interest, and are as at 10 March 2007.

CEO
Swedish citizen. Born 1964.
BSc (Econ) from Stockholm
University, Sweden. Mr. Nylander
joined the Group in 2005. Prior to
that date, Mr. Nylander was CEO
and Managing Partner of OMD
Sweden AB, which is part of the
international Omnicom Group. From
1994 to 2003 he held various senior
positions within Swedish-listed
Modern Times Group MTG AB.
These included CEO TV3 Sweden,
CEO TV3 Scandinavia and VP
Global Broadcasting. Member
of the Board of Cherryföretagen
during 2001-2003 and Ongame
e-solutions during 2004-2005.
Holding: 22,100 SDRs and 128,336
options in accordance with option
programmes 7, 14 and 15.

Holding: 12,600 Unibet SDRs.
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2006 in brief

Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of Unibet Group plc will be held at 14.00 C.E.T.
on Wednesday 25 April 2007, at the Grand Hotel, Södra Blasieholmshamnen
8, Stockholm.

Financial
2006

2005

Gross winnings revenue – sports book GBPm

25.9

17.4

Gross winnings revenue – other gaming products GBPm

48.9

26.1

Gross winnings revenue GBPm

74.8

43.5

Adjusted EBITDA GBPm

32.1

21.6

EBIT GBPm

28.4

19.9

EBIT margin %

37.9

45.7

Return on total capital %

31.0

18.9

Proﬁt after tax GBP

37.9

13.7

Proﬁt margin %

50.7

31.5

1.344

0.523

Equity/assets ratio %

70.8

53.6

Cash ﬂow per share GBP

0.50

–0.07

Number of employees at year end

270

175

Registered customers at year end

1,580,000

919,000

28,241,092

28,125,092

1

Earnings per share GBP

Number of shares at year end

Right to participate
Holders of Swedish Depositary Receipts (“SDRs”) who wish to attend the
AGM must be registered at VPC AB on Friday 13 April 2007 and notify
Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken AB (publ) their intention to attend the
AGM no later than 17.00 C.E.T. on Friday 20 April 2007, by filling in the
enrolment form provided at www.unibetgroupplc.com/AGM, “Notification
to holders of Swedish Depository Receipts in Unibet Group plc”. The form
must be completed in full and delivered electronically.
Please note that conversions to and from SDRs and ordinary shares will
not be permitted between 11 April and 25 April 2007.
Dividend
The Board of Directors proposes a dividend of SEK 5.50 per share/SDR.
Financial information
Unibet Group plc’s financial information is available in Swedish and English.
Reports can be obtained from Unibet’s website, www.unibetgroupplc.com
or ordered by email at info@unibet.com. Distribution will be via email.
Annual Reports can be ordered through the website,
www.unibetgroupplc.com or ordered by email at info@unibet.com.
Unibet will publish financial reports for the financial year 2007
on the following dates:
• Interim Report January – March 2007, on 9 May 2007.
• Interim Report January – June 2007, on 15 August 2007.
• Interim Report January – September 2007, on 7 November 2007.

2006 includes a full year of results from Mr Bookmaker.com.

Operational
• Gross winnings revenue continued to increase at a rapid pace,

to GBP 74.8 (2005: 43.5) million.
• EBIT (Profit from operations) increased by 43 per cent, to GBP 28.4

(2005: 19.9) million.
• Gross winnings revenue from Unibet’s sports business increased

significantly by 49 per cent, to GBP 25.9 (2005: 17.4) million.
• Gross winnings revenue from Unibet’s non-sports business increased

significantly by 87 per cent, to GBP 48.9 (2005: 26.1) million.
• Unibet’s business was not affected by the new legislation passed by the
US Congress in September 2006, as Unibet has never accepted business
from residents of the USA.
• The number of active customers increased to 218,770 (2005: 171,918)

by the year end. 2
• Eight new language versions were launched and also several new
products including casino video slots and bingo.
• The Board of Directors proposes a dividend of SEK 5.50 (2005: 2.25)

per share/SDR.
Adjusted EBITDA is profit from operations excluding depreciation and amortisation and in 2006 excluding
GBP 0.6 (2005: nil) million in reorganisation costs.

1	

2

An active customer is defined as a customer who has placed a bet in the last three months.
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